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vol. 39-No. 26 
History of The Ithacan 
by Louise Race 
Ithaca, New York 
Class-day 
May 18 
Infirmary 
False Alarm 
Thursday, May 4, 1967 
The "need for a publication" was first felt by the students 
of the Ithaca Conservatory and Affiliated Schools in 1911. Out 
of this need grew The Keyncte, a magazine owned and pub-
lished by the students of the Conservatory. For a period of 
almost sixteen years, The Keynote served to publicize what 
were, to a large extent, academic affairs. 
The annual Ithaca College class 
<lay will be held May 8 at 7:30 Wednesday morning, April 26, 
Brown Named As 
Dean of Students 
p.m. in the Egbert Union Recre- the fire alarm was sounded twice 
ation Room. in the ini.irmary. Director of 
Class day is the traditional Buildings and Grounds, George 
changing of the classes, and pres- Herron made the following com-
entation of awards to seniors and ments: 
outstanding campus personali-
ties. 1. Question: Did Buildings and 
By 1926, however, with the Conservatory growing both 
academically and socially, a fresh demand presented itself. Miss 
q_enevieve Elliott, a senior from Minerva, Ohio, sensed this 
demand and became Editor of the Once-A-Week, the first news-
paper in the history of the college. As the Cayugan of 1927 
pointed out, the aim of the newspaper was 
to reflect school "doings" and "goings-on" as a mirror, 
- a .vanity-case mirror - that 1s, in a gilt-edged, con-
densed, perfumed and snappy way!!! ... It is the ar-
dent wish of its god-mothers that the Once-A-Week 
grow up to be big and strong and a real joy to its Alma 
Matert 
The annual event will be hosted 
this year by student body vice 
president Robert Schumacher, in 
place of the ailing David ~r-
heart. 
Grounds know why the alarm 
rang twice? 
ANSWER: Yes (see answer No. 
2 below) 
2. Question: Can Buildings and 
Grounds recount the sequence 
of events re subject above and 
if so will they? 
Indeed the Once-A-Week had a 
good deal of growing to do. With 
only four female members on 
her staff, however, Miss Elliott 
managed to produce Volume I, 
Number 1 on October 15, 1926 
and a new issue every other wee_k 
for the remainder of the year. 
At this time, the college news-
paper consisted of four 8¥.:"'xll" 
pages, and was being printed at 
Norton's Printing Shop in down-
town Ithaca, where it is still 
being printed today. 
editors working in conjunction 
with the Editor-in-Chief. In 1940-
41, however, under the Co-Editor-
ship of Joseph Wright and Miriam 
Segal, the Ithacan was rewarded 
with its first official national 
Between the years 1927 and 
1930, the Once-A-Week continued 
to be an entertaining replacement 
for The Keynote. When Raymond 
E. Brown received the Editorship 
in 1930, however, important 
changes began to take place. The 
staff increased to nine members 
and consisted, for the first time, 
of more males than females. Most 
importantly, a number of me• 
cbanical changes took place which 
changed the appearance of the 
newspaper. The paper was 
changed from color glazed ma-
terial to regular news-print, while 
a definite system of composi-
tion, head-lining, and columnix· 
ing emerged. In addition, the 
name of the publication was 
changed to its present title of the 
Ithacan, 
recognition. "Reviews, · previews, 
slants on every phase of interest 
helped to insure the selection of 
the Ithacan as a member of the 
Student Opinion Surveys of 
America, a national, weekly poll 
of college thought." (Cayugan, 
1941). The newspaper was now 
striving towards introducing reg-
ular news and more pictures and 
illustrations. 
While the years 1930-1931 were 
big ones for the Ithacan, the ad-
vances made during the Editor-
ship of· Emil Purga in 1933 loom-
ed even larger. "For the first time 
in the history of the college, 
the Ithacan has been recognized 
by reputable colleges," reported 
the 1933 edition of the Cayugan. 
The staff increased to fifteen 
members, whose membership was 
a distinct honor, granted to those 
students who rated the highest 
on ·competitive tests. Mr. Purga 
. left the now rapidly-expanding 
newspaper in -the hands of the 
next editor, Mr. Joseph Short, 
who contributed substantially in 
maintaining the caliber of the 
Ithacan. Mr. Short, incidentally, 
still resides , in Ithaca, and re-
, calls that in the earlier days of 
the paper, its production was 
: largely a "one-man" job. In addi-
tion, there was no financial re-
ward as there is today, and little 
· faculty supervision. The office 
, was located in the main lobby of 
, the Administration Building, now 
1 the College Art Museum. Accord-
With the advent of World War 
II, ,the next few years trans-
formed the predominantly male 
staff into a very large female 
contingent. In 1945, two men 
were working for the newspaper, 
while over 300 copies of the 
Ithacan were_ being sent to alum-
ni in military service. The co-
editors were both women: 
Adrienne Larson and Eleanor 
Segal. In 1948, however, the staff 
was as large as ever (over 30) and 
the college newspaper began to 
see more advances. Enthusiasm 
rose throughout the student body: 
Scotty, Bob, and Sybil chas-
ing after last minute copy .. 
every other Friday . . . that's 
the lthm:anl (Cayugan, 1948) 
In 1948-49, under the co-edi-
tors, Howard LeVine and Stanley 
Levenson, the Ithacan, "sparked 
by- an expansion program," at-
tempted to "give as much serv-
ice as possible to all phases of 
school activity." For the first 
time, all back copies of the col-
lege newspaper were bound, and 
presscards became available for 
every member of the staff. 
By the early 1950's, the Ithacan 
was included in the general col-
lege fee and the students no 
longer ·were required to buy the 
newspaper when it came out on 
(Continued on page 7) 
Music Profs Retire, 
75 Years 
Two veteran professors of 
music who have taught a total of 
75 years at Ithaca College will 
retire next month. They are Lynn 
Bogart, chairman of music theory, 
and Mrs. Cecelia Wilson Slocum, 
former chairman of music educa-
tion department . 
Both professors are graduates 
500To 
Graduate 
Rev. Ranson Hammond 
More than 500 persons are 
scheduled to receive degrees dur-
ing the 2nd Commencement exer-
cises at Ithaca College on Satur-
day, May 20. This will be the 
largest number to be graduated 
in a single year since the found-
ing of th.e College in · 1892. 
It is expected that about 415 
bachelor's and more than 90 
master's degrees will be award-
ed. 
Sol M. Linowitz, U.S. Ambass-
ador to the Organization of 
American States and former head 
of Xerox Corporation and Xerox 
International, will deliver the 
Commencement address and will 
receive an honorary doctorate. 
Jeremiah Milbank, founder and 
patron of the Institute for the 
Crippled and Disabled, also will 
be awarded an honorary degree. 
The Commencement will be 
held in the Physical Education 
Center, starting at 10 Saturday 
morning. 
(Continued on page 2) 
ANSWER: Yes. The alarm was 
sounded the first time due to 
the electrical contractor inad-
vertently turning off the oper-
ating power and working on ad-
jacent parking lot street light 
units, thus, setting off the 
alarm. The alarm was sounded 
the second time due to a mem-
ber of the Properties Depart- 1 • 
ment maintenance crew reset-
ting the alarm panel. This is 1 '. 
the procedure for something · 
of this nature. 
''!, 
3. Question: Do occupants of the 
Health Center students, staff, 
faculty) realize what the 
alarm sounds like? 
ANSWER: · We would assume 
that most occupants, students, 
staff and even strangers to the 
campus) of the Health Center 
would be aware of something 
wrong whenever an alarm of 
this nature is sounded. All fire 
alarm systems are programmed 
in a code type manner so as to 
make the occupants aware of 
an inlmediate abnormal condi-
tion. 
4. Question: Will any changes be 
made in evacuation procedures 
in case of fire and will noti-
fication of any changes be 
made to the occupants? 
ANSWER: Under present condi-
tions the Director of the Health 
Center, Dr. Hammond, has in-
structed his staff in accordance 
with the College procedure on 
evacuation policies; all per-
sonnel will be instructed ac-
cordingly. 
MedJocaD Co1n1ff. 
At UC 
A conference on medical edu-
cation which is expected to at-
tract about 35 college admini-
strators will be held at Ithaca 
College on Thursday, May 4. 
John M. Brown 
John M. Brown, director of At Colgate l\ir. Brown was a 
academic advising at Harpur graduate preceptor and freshman 
College, will become dean of stu- advisor while studying for the 
dents at Ithaca College on July 1. M.A. degree. His Master's thesis 
He is succeeding Earle E. Clarke was "A Study of Scholarship 
who will retire on June 30. 
The new dean received his B.S. 
degree from Cornell University 
Policy, Procedures, and the Per-
formance of Student Recipients 
at Colgate and Cornell Univer-
in 1955, and an M.A. degree from sities." His doctoral thesis con-
Colgate University in 1962. He cerns student needs and pres-
is working on a thesis to com- sures in the Cornell College of 
plete requirements for an Ed. D. Engineering. 
degree from Cornell. Before joining the Harpur 
Mr. Brown has been involved staff in 1963 as associate dean of 
in student administration since 
his undergraduate years. While 
enrolled in the School of Indus-
students, Mr. Brown was on the 
administrative staff at Cornell for 
six years. For the first three, he 
trial and Labor Relations at Cor- was assistant to the dean of men 
nell, he served as a dormitory with special responsibilities for 
counselor, becoming head coun- freshman orientation, fraterni 
selor in his senior year. He held ties, class councils and publica-
membership on several class and tions. Thereafter, while pursuing 
student councils and committees, doctoral studies in educational 
and was a member of Sphinx administration, he worked with 
Head, the senior men's service the Admissions Office in inter-
honorary society. He was chair- viewing and selecting entering 
man of freshman orientation and students. 
Education Weck, and was steward 
of Phi Upsilon fraternity. 
1Hlymall1l !Nlamed 
IEdlotrorr 
CONTIENTS 
0 
(UPD - Communist leaders, 
incluling Soviet Party Chief 
Leonid Brezhnev, signed a blue-
print for a European peace set-
tlement with the Western Allies. 
The conference will pay spe-
cial attention to pre-medical pro-
grams in undergraduate schools, 
advising of potential pre-medical 
students and other mattE'rs. Eight 
different medical schools are 
expected to have representatives 
at the meeting. 
Alan F. Hyman, Sophomore 
Radio-Television major f r o m 
Plainview, New York has been 
named new Features Editor of 
The ITHACAN effective this is-
sue. Hyman was approved by 
The ITHACAN editorial board at 
their weekly meeting last Thurs-
day. 
Cartoons 
Classified 
Editorials 
Pg. 7 
Ads Pg. 6 
Pg. 4 
The 24 leaders niet in Carls-
bad,. Czechoslovakia, to agree on 
the lengthy docum·ent which, in 
effect, calls for accepting the 
status quo in Europe. Conference 
sources said the declaration will 
be released later this week. 
Features 
Greeks 
Letters 
Literary 
Pg. 8,9,10 
Pg. 6 
Pg. 5 
Pg. 13 
ing to Mr. Short, all of the 
Ithacan adiertising was local, 
. with the exception of two cigar-
, ette ads for Lucky Strike and 
• Chesten.ield. of the College and both did un- _____________ _ 
dergraduate study while W. Grant 
Egbert, founder, was president, 
and at a time when the institu-
tion was the Ithaca Conservatory. 
Academic deans, admissions of-
ficers and faculty advisors from 
area colleges will participate in 
the sessions. 
Hyman has been a member of 
The ITHACAN news staff for the 
past two years, specifically cov· 
ering events concerning Egbert 
Union. 
Movie Revie Pg. 5 
During the remaining years of 
: the 30's, few important changes 
, took place, but the newspaper 
had a steadily increasing staff, 
more news coverage, and the 
addition of various departmental , 
Mr. Bogart, who has taught 
(Continued on Pago 14) 
JOKE OF THE WEEK 
The Ithacan suspends publica-
tion until Sept. 8th, in hopes 
that all concerned will pass at 
least one final. 
The meeting is under the spon-
sorship of the College Center of 
the Finger Lakes. 
Hyman is a member of Sigma 
Alpha Nu fraternity. Anyone in-
terested in writing features is 
invited to contact Mr. Hyman. 
Society 
Sports 
Pg. 6 
Pg. 15,16 
500 To Graduate·SEANY 
--------~-.~--~-~~Hosts F.T.A. 
Student Gov6t. 
Report 
'<, This past Tuesday, May 2, from W.G.B. announced this week 
that junior honor privileges will 
function both first and second 
semester next year. For all house 
openings one proctor must be on 
duty in the main lobby' of the 
dorm. The girl must come to the 
desk when her date arrives, no 
boys will be allowed to wander 
through the dorm. 
by Fnbillll Bncbrnch 
Sol. M. Linowitz, U.S. Ambassador to the Organization of 
American States. 
Last Year's Commencement 
(C071.tinued from Page 1) I n t t 
The Baccalaureate service will' ii rO eS erS 
be held Friday evening, May 19, Arrested 
starting at 8 in Ford Hall audi- NEW PALTZ (UPl) - A total 
torium. The Rev. Ransom Ham- of 29 persons have been. arraign-
mond minister of the First Con- ed on disorlerly conduct charges 
' . . i stemming from a demonstration 
gregational_ Church of Ithaca, will I today at the State University Col-
be the mam speaker. I lege at New Paltz. All of those 
Both the Baccalaureate and arrested are past or present col-
Commencement exercises will be lege students and all but four 
preceeded by an academic pro- ha~e been released in 1~0-dollars 
. _ bail. The demonstration was 
cession across the campus. Prof. staged as a protest against Navy 
Louis Delanney will serve as and Marine Corps recruitment ef-
College marshal, and the faculty forts on the school's campus. 
marshals will be Prof. John Og- College officials say those_ arrest-
den and Prof. Homer Merrifield. ed wedged themselves agamst the 
recruiter's table and sang songs. 
Class marshals will be John G. 
Pieper of Arlington, Va. and 
Barbejoy A. Ponzio of Plainfield, 
N.J. 
U.S. ro Play 
Rough? 
(UPD-The State Department 
says the United States will play 
rough if that is what Hanoi 
wants. · 
Diplomatic sources in Washing-
ton said the department was -dis-
playing a new mood of toughness, 
with officials declaring that the 
war must be widened in view of 
Hanoi's increasing military build-
up and its continued refusal to 
talk peace. 
4:00 to 5:30 p.m., the Student 
Education Association of N. Y. 
(SEANY) at Ithaca College was 
host to the Future Teachers of 
America Club of Ithaca High 
School Dr. Charles Tesconi, ad-
visor to SEANY, spoke to the 
high •school students about teach-
ing as a profession. Linda 
Schmonsees, president of SEANY, 
spoke about the organization. 
Leslie Jarema, a member of 
SEANY, who has just finished 
pr.adice teaching, spoke about the 
transition from student to teach-
er. Other SEANY members repre-
senting various courses of study 
were present to answer ques-
tions for the students in refer-
ence to their specific majors. 
The afternoon proved to -be 
enlightening for the high school 
students. Many of their questions 
were· answered in reference to 
requirements for, and the place 
of college in the preparation 
for teaching; teaching from a 
student teacher's point of view; 
and .teaching .as a profession from 
a professor's point of view. 
This session with tlie Ithaca 
High School students is one of 
several activities that SEANY 
has successfully es~blished in its 
first year at Ithaca College and 
hopes to continue in the future. 
SEANY is the student counter-
part_ of the National Education 
Association and entitles its mem-
bers to all the prh1ileges of the 
N.E.A. The Ithaca College SEANY 
has one of the largest member-
ships in the state. With a con-
tinuation of its programs, such 
as the meeting with the Ithaca 
High School students, SEANY 
at I.e. will be one of the most 
active chapters in New York 
State. 
Hendrickson 
To Publish 
I.F.C. will sponsor a dance for 
all students on IC day. The theme 
for Fall I.F.C. weekend will be, 
A Psychodelic Happening, this 
theme is tentative awaiting final 
apPt'oval. 
New Business: 
Dan Karson gave a .report on 
the constitution of the Bio Club. 
A motion was made and a vote 
was taken to approve this organ-
ization. The motion was passed. 
Dan Karson also moved that 
Student Government present a 
plaque to Dean Clark in appreci-
ation for all he has done for Stu-
dent Government at J.C. Congress 
was in full agreement and ap-
propriations were made to pur-
chase the plaque for Class Day. 
Alex Block was unanimously 
approved by Student Congress as 
editor of next year's ITHACAN. 
Alex then spoke to Congress on 
behalf of Paul Yorkis concern-
ing the Media Board. A lengthy 
discussion followed and Congress 
thought the idea was basically 
very sound. Alex asked Congress 
to wait further action until a 
final draft can be proposed and 
then Paul and Alex could answer 
any questions · concerning the 
Media Board. 
Professor._ Arrested 
Kenneth E. Hendrickson, Jr., BUFFALO, New York (UPI)-
assistant professor of history at A noted author . • -· critic . . . 
Ithaca College, is the author of a and English professor at- the 
book, "Richard F. Pettigrew of State University of Buffalo faces 
South Dakota," which will be court action. Monday following 
published next year by the south his arrest on a narcotics charge. 
Dakota Historical Society. Doctor Leslie Fielder of Buf-
The book will be part of the falo was arrested at his home late 
South Dakota Historical Collec- last night along with three other 
tions series published by the members_ of his family and two 
Society. Professor Hendrickson's teenage boys. 
book is a study of the political Narcotics agents charged Fied-
career of Richard F. Pettigrew, ler and his wife, Margaret, with 
first U.S. Senator- from South maintaining premises for the use 
Dakota (1889-1901). of narcotics. The other suspects 
It traces Pettigrew's activities -including Fieller's 26-year-old 
from territorial days when he sori Kurt of Carmel, California-
was a leading member of the Re- were charged with possession of 
publican "machine," through his narcotics. Also arrested were the 
various flirtations with the Popu- younger Fiedler's wife, Emily, 
lists, Silver Republicans, Demo- and Dennis Francisco and Wil-
crats, and finally the· Socialists. liam Hasley, both 17 and both 
In his old age Pettigrew was a from Buffalo. · 
self-styled Communist although The 50-year-old English profes-
he never joined the party. sor is a native of Newark, New 
In addition to his forthcoming Jersey. He came to Buffalo three 
book Professor Hendrickson has years ago after teaching at Mon-
published articles in such journ- tana State and Princeton as well 
a1s as "New York History," as the U~VC'l"Sities of Rome, 
"North Dakota History,"· and Athens, Vemce, and Bologna. He 
"Pacific His~rical Review." has help both Rockefeller and 
- ____ Fulbright scholarships. 
(UPD - A Stanford University Fiedler was also identified as 
researcher says the Russians the faculty advisor for "Lemar," 
have not been leveling with the a newly-formed school organiza-
rest of the world about failures tion which seeks the legalization 
in their space program. Especial- of marijuana. 
ly, says Julius Epstein, about A police spokesman said a 
cosmonaut deaths. - quantity of marijuana and hash-
Group marshals will be: Arts 
and Sciences, John von Soosten 
of Merrick, N.Y., and Edna L. 
Jacobson of Flushing, N.Y.; 
Music, Margaret J. Biery of El-
mira, N.Y., and Elizabeth M. Bar-
baro of Ithaca; Physical Educa-
tion, Kathleen M. Woods of _Ho-
Ho~Kus, N.J. and Evelyn C. Hoclis 
of "East Marion, N.Y.; Physical 
Therapy, Janice M. Ziegler of 
Flushing, N.Y. and Anne E. 
Snyder of Bridgeport, N.Y. 
Curon Reinstated 
University of America has re-in-
stated the Reverend Charles Cur-
ran ... ending the five-day strike 
by students and faculty membe.c-s 
at the Washington school. The 
Board of Trustees decided last 
week against renewing the 33-
year-old Priest's contract at the 
end of the present semester. The 
firing was reported to be a result 
of Father Curran's liberal views 
on such subjects as birth control. 
State Department sources said 
yesterday that there are now four 
North Vietnamese divisions just 
north of the demilitarized zone, 
with preparations for large-scale 
offensive operations obviously 
under way. 
Epstein says he has informa- ish was confiscated in the raid. 
tion which points to 12 deaths in The Fiedler's were freed on 500-
the Soviet man-in-space· program, dollars bail each pending their 
instead of the one recent · an- arraignment in Buffalo City 
nounced death on re-entry. Court Monday morning. 
Airline Service 
DOOR TO DOOR 
AIRPORT SERVICE NEW YORK CITY (UPU-Dr. 
Edward Welsh, executive secre-
tary of the Federal Space 
Agency, predicted today the U.S. 
will beat Russia to the moon. 
Welsh 3aid the United States is 
"ahead of the Soviet Union and 
has been now for some years." 
This, despite the January fire 
which took the lives of three 
astronauts at Cape Kennedy. 
Regularly Scheduled 
Pick-up and Delivery 
Charter and Sightseeing 
Arrangements 
Tompkins 
County 
Airport 1273-1313 
STATION 
211 W. STATE ST. 
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY 
Opan 24 t!_ours-7 Days 
273-3711 
Sharon Stu 
Staz Promoted 
by Ala_n Hyman 
Sharon Staz, Program Director 
of the Union, will- assume the 
responsibilities of Assistant Di-
rector of the Union beginning 
this fall. Miss Staz will replace 
Tom Olson, who will leave his 
position to continue his educa-
tion. 
A recent graduate of Ithaca 
College, majoring in Speech-
Drama, Miss Staz has been Pro-
gram Director for the past two 
years. It has been her job to set 
up all concerts, lectures, and 
discussions presented by the 
Union. As Assistant Director she 
will supervise all building opera-
tions at the Union including the 
information desk, game room set-
up crew, and mail room. The 
night manager, and student man-
agers will l>e directly responsi-
ble to her. 
Miss Staz was recently appoint-
ed to the publicity and public re-
lations committee of the Associ-
ation of College Unions Inter-
national. This world wide organ-
ization is designed to unite and 
add ideas and program informa-
tion to college unions.· There are 
seven people on the committee 
and each is appointed for three 
years. 
While a student at Ithaca Col-
lege, Miss Staz was a member 
of WGB, President's Host Com-
mittee, Union Board, Forensics, 
Student Congress and a dormi-
tory- advisor. In addition she was 
President of Pi Kappa Delta, the 
Honorary Speech Fratei:nity and 
hosted at television programs on 
WICB-TV. In 1965 she was select-
ed as one of the top ten seniors 
at Ithaca. College. 
Besides her duties as Assistant 
Director of the Union, Miss Staz 
will continue as advisor to Stu-
dent Congress, Union Board, 
President's Host, and the Class 
of '69. 
. ALBANY (UPI) - The govern-
or has vetoed a bill that would 
have allowed Temple Israel of 
Binghamton to start action in the 
Court of Claims to collect sup-
posed damages against them 
caused by- noise in the construc-
tion of Route 17. 
Rockefeller noted that state 
Attorney Louis Lefkowitz oppos-
ed the bill. Lefkowitz says that 
damages due to highway con-
struction noise cannot be award-
ed under state law. 
Tompkins 
Photography 
Applications and Paupom 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
DONOHUE-HALVERSON, 
INC. 
• 
Plumbing and Heating 
• 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
0 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273-3393 
New·cou~es 
.Added To A&S 
Students · pre-registering for 
next fall, may notice several new 
co.urses on the schedule. Accord-
ing to Mr. Walter Newsom, As· 
sistant Dean of Arts and Sci-
ences, fifteen to twenty new 
courses were added to the curric-
ulum. A few were added to each 
department, b u t the major 
change in courses of study came 
in the Television and Radio De-
partment. Students in that area 
can now elect to take one of five 
options in their· junior and sen-
ior years. Most of the courses will 
remain the same, the only dif-
ference is that TV-Radio electives 
will be more selective. TV-Radio 
majors will take their major elec-
tives according to the option they 
choose, rather than just taking 
haphazzard electives in different 
unrelated areas. 
Mr. Newsom also commented 
on the exam schedule, which is 
a SO!,U"Ce of constant complaint 
by many students. He stated that 
exams are scheduled with the 
major courses · first. "Once the 
courses that many students take 
are out of the way, it is easier to 
schedule the smaller ones," he 
stated. "Students complain that 
they have too many exams in one 
day, but if we scheduled exams 
for say two full weeks and some-
one had an ex·am every day for 
the first four days and then one 
exam on the very last day, he 
would complain quite a bit more. 
It is very hard to find a happy 
medium, where all students are 
pleased with exam schedules. 
Students want all the exams to 
be at the beginning of exam 
week,. so they can go home ear-
lier, but then complain when they 
have too many in one day," Mr. 
Newsom added. 
Corifllcting exams are handled 
by the student and his professor. 
If a student has a conflict, he 
should see both teachers to work' 
out a suitable time for taking 
one of the tests. If he still can-
not work out a time, he should 
then see Mr. Newsom. 
Major conflicts are avoided by 
usually having· all history and 
all English tests at different 
hours, if not different days. Nev-
ertheless, conflicts do arise as 
several courses are spread out 
throughout the entire college. 
For example, Mr. Newom cited 
"The Family" as typical. Students 
from all schools in the college 
seem to be taking this course and 
so it is very difficult to avoid a 
conflict in scheduling it. Such 
a conflict arose this year and the 
exam time was changed to a 
more suitable time. 
ONE OF ITHACA's 
nicest eating places ... 
where everybody meets 
• 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 East State S'"'-'t 
• 
Noted for quality aod 
service since 1938 
BILL YERKES 
FILMS 
presents 
HOW THE EAST 
WAS WON 
A Surfing Adventure 
7:00 & 8:30 p.m. 
Thurs., May 11 
Room 110, Ives Hall 
Cornell 
i 
J 
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J.C. Campus to Be 
Busy this Summer 
Improvements to be 
Made On South Hill 
TheJthaca College campus will 
be a busy place during the com-
ing summer months, for in addi-
tion to the annual Intersession 
and Summer Session for graduate 
and undergraduate study, there 
will be a number of meetings, 
conventions and other gatherings 
which are expected to attract 
several thousand persons. 
Ithaca High Schol will not only 
hold its Commencement in the 
Physical Education Center on 
June 28, but the senior banquet 
will be held in the Egbert Union 
on June 22, and a class reunion 
barbeque will be held on· June 
17. 
The Crestwood Hills Summer 
School, a preparatory institution, 
will be located in the Quarry 
dormitories from July 1 until 
August 18. It expects to have 65 
students enrolled. 
The largest event, in terms of 
numbers, will be a Lutheran 
Youth Festival that is expected 
to bring -2,000 persons to South 
Hill. It will be held Aug. 24-27. 
The first event following the 
College commencement will be a 
Christian retreat May 26 to 28. 
Father William Graf, Catholic 
chaplain, is in charge. 
The State Education Depart-
ment, Bureau of Special Contin-
uing Education, will hold an in-
stitution on June 1 to 3, with 175 
expected to attend. 
On June 6 the American Insti-
tute of Banking will hold a semi-
nar, with 150 expected to attend. 
Students -Search 
,-for Views 
Eugene, Ore. (I.P.)-Two stu-
dent emissaries from the Uni-
versity of Oregon have embarked 
on missions to discover student 
ideas and official views in such 
capitals as Tokyo and Prague on 
U.S. policy regarding Red China. 
Alene Sharff and Joseph Frazier, 
both senior journalism students, 
are the participants in the pro-
gram. 
It is co-sponsored by the Asso-
ciated Students of the University 
of Oregon and the International 
Education Center, an agency of 
the ASUSO. 
The two delegates wer~ chosen 
from 21 students who applied for 
the program and enrolled in a 
one-credit winter - term seminar 
to give them background for such 
a trip. 
ITHACA'S RECREATION 
CENTER 
36 lanes to Serve You 
lde's Bowling 
& Billiards 
Judd Fair. Road 
AR 3-4111 
Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
Mothers' Day cards 
are here. 
Where·are you? 
CHARJAN'S 
Corner State & Tioga 
SO ARE GRADUATION 
CARDS! 
.,P.E.O., .the women's organiza-
tion, will hold a convention on 
June 6 through 9, with about 200 
in attendance. 
A Methodist women's society 
will hold a meeting from June 11 
through 16, with about 200 in at-
tendance. 
From June 28 through July 8 
there will be seven special music 
workshops. During the period 
from July 1 through 7, there will 
be six public concerts given by 
musical groups taking part in the 
workshops. 
A DeMolay conclave on July 1 
through 4 is expected to attract 
400 persons. 
A training school of Price, 
Waterhouse and Co. from July 5 
through 28 - will have about 50 
persons in attendance. 
Tl!e York State Craft Fair, 
which was held for many years 
at the downtown campus, will re. 
turn to the College from July 31 
to Aug. 5. 
Officials of Saga, college food 
service, from its Area l region, 
will meet from Aug. 14 to 17, and 
about 175 persons will be on 
campus. 
The Eastern Region Institute 
for Education will be attended by 
an estimated 200 persons when 
it is held from Aug. 27 to Sept. 
L 
-The New York State School 
Music Association will bold a 
summer clinic Aug. 27-30, which 
is expected to attract 6Cio per-
sons. 
College Rep 
Band Gives 
This summer Mr. Herren, Di- is now stored, irritation to the 
rector of Properties, expects students caused by the crew 
many changes to take place on will be removed, and moving the 
campus. The general improve- department to another location 
ment is necessary to "repair de- will increase safety factors. 
ficient areas and to conduct a The road that leads to the 
preventative maintenance pro- the Terrace Dorms, and the Tow-
gram." This structural improve- ers is supposed to be maintained 
ment will be in accordance with by the building contractor. The 
basic college needs. main entrance to the College 
The landscaping is to be com- should be fixed this summer 
pleted in the area of the Towers when the surface of 96B will be 
and the library. Included in this completed. A new entrance to the 
phase of the program will be an College is expected to be located 
enlargement of the parking lot by the tennis courts at the west 
behind the Towers so that more end of the campus. 
students and faculty club mem-
bers will be able to park. 
Mr. Herren also hopes to re-
locate the grounds crew depart. 
ment, which is presently in the 
boiler room of Dorm 9. This is 
the department where all of the 
equipment is kept. This reloca-
tion will have many benefits; 
18-22 parking spaces will be 
freed in Lot C where equipment 
Solo Recitals 
To Be Presented 
Several solo recitals will be 
given at Ford Hall auditorium 
this week by students at the Ith-
aca College School of Music. Ad-
mission is free to all of the 
events. 
On Thursday afternoon, May 
The air conditioner which is 
presently located on the Job Ad-
ministration Building will be 
moved to the top of the Per-
forming Arts Center when it is 
completed in 1968. Better beat-
ing and cooling control should 
be effective in the library then. 
The Performing Arts Center is 
supposed to be ready for use in 
the fall of 1968. 
Senate Approves 
Tax Credit On 
Tuition Plan 
Rod Serling by Eric Shopnrd 
Serling Addresses 
Students 
by Robert Hults 
Rod Serling, in an address to 
approximately 250 students and 
faculty members Mond:iy night, 
said that he felt network tele-
\'ision programming is "down-
ward aiming at the lowest possi-
ble mental denominator on the 
part of the American Viewer." 
Miller Special, according to Ser. 
ling, ~·ere programs "proving 
that dramatic trutb can certainly 
outlast a couple of decades." 
Summing up his overall view 
of television in the United States 
today Ser!ing had this to say: 
Last Concert 4, at 4, a vocal recital will be 
The United States Senate has 
approved by a 53-26 vote a plan 
to provide a federal income tax 
credit of up to $325 for tuition, 
books and fees paid by students 
in colleges, universities and other 
post-high school institutions. Fin-
al enactment of the plan probably 
will depend on the decision's 
m:ide by a Senate,House Of Rep-
resentatives conference commit-
tee. 
He has always been a critic 
of television programming and 
commercials. His attitude has 
changed very little over the 
years. He still thinks the sponsor 
in many cases "demands control 
in many cases "demadns control 
a great hindrance to the cre-
ative writer." 
"Some of it comes to you sea-
soned and some of it comes to 
you unseasoned; some of it comes 
with taste and with wisdom and 
with an adult adherence to what 
is the dramatic form, and some 
of it is sheer gook." 
Edward Gobrecht will condcct presented by soprano Virginia 
the Ithaca · College Repertory Knowles, a junior at the College. 
Band in its final appearance of She will perform songs by De-
the year at 1 p.m., Friday, May hussy, Bacblet, Faure, Ned Ror-
5, in Ford Hall auditorium. The em, Virgil Thomson, Hugo Wolf 
concert is op·en to the public. and Robert Schumann. She will 
The SO-member student en-
The tax credit plan was offered 
Friday, April 14, 1967, by Sen-
ator Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn., 
as an amendment to a House-
passed bill which would restore 
the investment tax credit to 
businessmen. 
ln his early comments Serling 
hinted th:it he thought one of the 
reasons that he had been asked to 
spend a week here at I.C. was 
because he was "probably the 
only guy left in show business in 
Cal!fornia who isr.'t running for 
semble will play the Prelude to sing "Bel Piacere" from "Agrip- His attitude may have mel-
lowed somewhat with time be-
cause he thinks some of the 
current criticism of the_ mass 
media comes too easily to the 
viewer. According to Serling, 
"it's easy to knock the mass 
media" but "it's also easy to 
distort what is the final judgment 
on the American art forms, be-
cause every now and then some-
thing comes down the pike that 
is of exceptional value." 
Oct m of "Lohengrin" by Wag- pina" by Handel, an aria from 
ner, "Concertina for Band," by ''Enrico Leone" by Agostino Stef-
Robert Welke, "Water Music fani, the air "Des Reichtums 
Suite" by Handel, "Hammer. Glanz auf weiter Erden" by Bach 
smith" by Gustav Holst and 
"Capriccia Italien" by Rimsky and "Vissik d'Art" from Puc-
Under the amendment offered 
by Ribicoff and accepted by the 
Senate, the tuition and fee credit 
is 75 per cent of the first $200 
paid, 25 per cent of the next 
$300 and 10 per cent of the next 
$1,000. The credit is subtracted 
from the income tax owed the 
government. 
political office." _ 
He added th:it this hurt his 
feelings because he had qualifi-
cations, "When I was in eighth 
grade I h:id a trained monkey act 
and judging the representation 
we have in California; that mon-
key may well have made it." 
Korsa.ltov. 
Student Recital 
Friday 
Instrumental and voice stu-
dents at Ithaca College will pre-
sent a recital in Ford Hall at 5 
p.m., Friday, May 5. They will 
perform music by J. s. Bach, 
Nardini, Telemann, Anthony Do-
nato, Schugert and Donizetti. 
Vocalists are Linda von Knob-
lach, Laurie Conrad, Elaine Mer-
rey and Martha George. Other 
instrumentalists are Kenneth 
Brown, violin; Helen Pagel and 
Barbara Ihlo, horns; Elizabeth 
Fogle, clarinet; Robert Webb, 
trumpet, and Duane Truex, trom-
bone. 
Charles Boykin's 
Body Shop 
Radlatot"-Body Worfc--GltllSII 
FREE ESTIMATES 
319 W. State St. 
272-6050 
cini's "Tosca." Miss Km,wles has 
appeared locally with the Ithaca 
Opera and the Ithaca College 
Opera Workshop. 
At 2 p,m. Saturday, May 6, 
Rudolph Emilson, a gr:iduate stu-
dent, will be beard in a tuba re-
cital The program will consist 
of Mozart's "Concerto No. 4 in 
The credit is available to any 
person who pays the tuition. 
Thus, it would be available to 
working students and wives as 
well as to parents and other rela-
tives. Parents with more than one E flat for Hom, K. 495," Hinde-
mith's "Sonata for Tuba and child in college or graduate 
school may get a separate credit 
for each. 
Klavier," ,and Dubensky's "Con-
certo Grosso for Three Trom-
"Over two-thirds of the bene-bones and Tuba." He will be as- fits of this amendment would go 
sisted by pianists Susan Jones 
to families earning less than 
During the past six months 
there have been some "winning, 
memorable and indeed highly 
qualitative pieces of either drama 
or documentary." He mentioned 
"Christmas Memory" as being 
one of the better progams in 
the last several months. 
"The Kremlin" and the Arthur 
Serling will remain at I.C. 
until Friday and will be spend-
ing his summer in Ithaca. 
[H]osil'otry Ch.ab 
rEBecil's Officers 
At an open meeting of majors 
in the History Department, Mon-
day, April 24th in the Union, a 
student History Club was formal-and Laurie Conrad, and trom- m) JC !HJ• n_ n $10,000 a year," Ribicoff said. A U- f0lf o Dlnlli\.eUIITtll(!]O'il ly organized with three officers: bonists Alexander Taylor, Carl 
formula reduces the amount of v• I? •d) President, Paul Dichian; Vice Della Reruit ·and Thomas Ever- &Ce reSD e-.r. 
the credit available to high a II ll President, Jack Knowlton; and 
ett. bracket taxpayers. Prof. Harold J. Hinkelman has Secretary-Treasurer, Ellen Car-
The final recital of the week, c ·t 1 b -d · b I t d t· 1 · -ap1 o o servers sm an 1m- een e ec e na 1ona vice pres1- rolL These three are sophomores. 
at 4 p.m. Saturday, will be by portant part in the final decision dent of Delta Mu Delta, national The interest in an organization 
pianist Laurie Conrad, :i senior on the tuition tax credit plan honor society in business admin- for History Department majors 
majoring in music. She will per~ will be played by Congressman istration. He was elected at the has grown out of the students' 
form "Sonata in A Minor, K. Wilbur D. l\fills, D.-Ark., chair- annual meeting at Northwestern expressed need to have a chance 
310" by Mozart; "Sonata, Opus man of the House Ways and University, on April 29. in this, the Liberal Arts environ-
110" by Beethoven; and three Means Committee. So far, he has Elected president was Anthony ment to discuss historical issues 
selections by Brahms: "Inter- taken no public stand on the J. Jablonsky of DePaul Univer- and conflicting interpretations 
mezzo No. 2 in A major, Opus measure which long has been ity, who installed Rho chapter with members of the History fac-
118," and "Ballade in D Minor, opposed by the national Admin- at Ithaca College last year_ ulty and with outside speakers. 
Opus 10, No. 2." istration. Membership is open to depart-
ment majors. 
Academy Beauty SaHorm CLOVER CLUB 356 Elmira Rd. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
'V 
To Award President 
Honorary Doctorate 
Alfred University will award Ban Mini Skirts 
APPOINTMENTS NOT NECESSARY 
Open Weekdays from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Saturdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
113 S. Cayuga St. 272-5460 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
<> 
Exotic Oriontal Danceru 
Every Night But Sunday 
<> . 
Sundays ~ Rock & Roll 
IHIDCKIEV'S 
MlUSRC STORfE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
'--------------' 
an honorary doctorate to Howard (UPI) - The girls at Basing. 
Dillingham, president of Ithaca stoke, England, high school say 
College, in recognition of his there is one good reason why the 
service to higher education_ school should do away with a ban 
The degree of Doctor of Hu- on students wearing skirts four 
mane Letters will - be conferred inches above the knee, 
during the 110th Commencement They say teachers wear their 
, at Alfred on June 11. I skirts even shorter. 
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Editorials - -
Once upon a time there was a coliege editor 
who was about to graduat;e. He had assumed 
the editorship under a certain amount of con-
troversy and sincerely wanted to prove his 
critics wrong. This, in itself, was a herculean 
task and the editor realized this. So, he set 
out to gather the best possible staff possible, 
for he realized that he could never do the job 
by himself. He did not want to either. Well, he 
spoke to the lady in charge of business, found 
she was a real doll, and the two of them, along 
with a friend who left school, set out to get all 
the funds needed to turn out the kind of paper 
the students deserved and that the editor 
wanted. Well, with some help from the advisor, 
a very knowledgeable gentleman, and from 
one of the greatest college presidents in the 
world, the editor got the needed money. 
The next step was to organize a staff that 
could gather news and features unlike any 
staff had done before. Many phone calls were 
made and many students decided to ·become 
a part of the ITHACAN. Surprisingly enough,· 
quite a few people contacted the editor and 
asked what they could do. In no time at all, 
the staff grew to over forty students actively 
working in all aspects of the paper. The final 
step was to actually put the paper together. 
Well, this was one of the editor's weaker points 
and so he enlisted the help of a few members 
of the previous staff. He also contacted two 
of the colleges coeds. One a P.T. major of all 
things! turned out to be the editor's right hand 
girl. The other coed turned out to be ... well, 
very close to the editor but in a different way. 
\Vithout these two coeds, the editor and the 
paper might not have been the success it was. 
A managmg editor also came into bein~, and 
he too on many occasions filled a most impor-
tant role. 
,. 
Since the editor wanted more pictures the 
photographx editor faced a tremendous work 
load. But he like so many other staff mem-
bers came through, with hardly ever a com-
plaint. 
Generally, the editor realized two other very 
important things. First that without the staff 
and editorial board, the paper, without doubt, 
would not have been a success. Secondly, with-
out the help and understanding of the print-
ing company, the paper would have had fifty 
times as many mistakes as it had. 
The editor spent quite a while trying to fig-
ure out how to thank all these people and 
decided to write a fantasy type editorial. 
While he was finishing up that last editorial, 
he began to think about the paper in general. 
He thought for a while and decided that al-
though the paper was involved in a rather 
large degree of controversy, it did, like no 
paper before it, stimulate the people who read · 
it into action. This the stimulation of people 
minds was the editors goal. , 
Finally it came time for 'the editor to get up 
from the typewriter and let the new- editor-
in-chief take over. The retiring editor did not 
mind. He knew the new editor would do an 
even better job. 
He deeply appreciated all the help he re-
ceived .... it would never be forgotten. 
P.G.Y. 
CAMPUS 
CALENDAR -phaethon"llore Uea l'haethon who drOYe !1111 failln'• car; thoqh ho failed sreatlJ', 7ot he TeD· tnred more. -oTl4 
by Jeffrey Bruce Sedwin · 
Thurs., May 4 
9-5 Medical Education Meet- This is Phaethon's last ride. After four years of travelling, 
ing-U5 the last two as an active commentator of the ride, this last stop 
4:30 Fr. Baseball at Cornell is, to say the least, a relief. The changes along the way have 
5:00 Holy Day Mass-BlOl been numerous. Finally, after ;i long battle, the Ithaca college 
6:30 student congress--ILH student is being emancipated. Rigid women's curfews are be-
7:00 Billiards Room Interviews mg relaxed{ open dorms may soon become a reality, and senior 
-Ul men are a lowed to live off campus at last. Also the library 
7:30 Holy Day Mass-BIOi has more and more books, and, of all thin~, a movement is 
8:00 EUB Special Film-"The undder way to provide more study space. Those who have 
Ipcress File"-Rec Rm a opted cynicism should take a long second look. 
8:15 Spring Musical Ithaca College is growing in more than just a physical 
Fri., May 5 senseh .. A parallel process of maturation is finally taking place. 
1:30 v Golf vs Harpur-H As t 1s happens the student is assuming his rightful role in 
8:lS Spring Musical the administration of the college. Arbitrary rules are becoming a 
S 6 rarity as students are consulted more and more. at., May Th 
all day Ithaca Day e . students must not become complacent, however. 
l2-5 Dorm 5 & ·a Picnic Apathy was. l?uried by Paul Graham Yorkis, whose energetic 
1:00 Peace Corps Placement editorship of the school newspaper woke up the student body. 
Test--US Through Paul and his staff the students ·have been made aware 
1:30 v Baseball vs Hartwick that they are in college. The· administration, too, has begun to 
(2)-A realize that they are not dealin_g_ with adolescents, but adults 
2:00 Fr Baseball at Colgate who should be treated as such. The changes we have seen this 
2:00 v Track vs Mansfield-ff y~ar are only the beginning. I hope that this new spirit won't 
2:00 Fr Track vs Oswego Invit die. 
2:oo v Tennis vs Hartwick-A · As for me, I've tried in my own meager way to contribute 
B:l5 Spring Musical to the intellectual life of Ithaca College. My columns have had varying degrees of success. My only goal was an attempt Su~.oo~!n: 8 Picnic to get people thinking, something which isn't terribly abundant l:OO v Baseball vs St. Bonn. here. But as I look arc;,und now, I see much changed from my 
(2)-A freshman year. We now seem to have students who are not 
2:ao Advisors_ In -Training _ content just drinking and whoring. Ithaca College may develop Bl02 mto an intellectual community, in spite of itself. 
S:OO Catholic Mass-Ul As for the administration I can only say that although 
5:oo Episcopal Services-US ~uch has been done, much more still needs to be done. I have disagreed with the administration in the past, notably Dean 
a:ao President's Hosts Commit- Clarke. I should like to point out that my differ!!nces 
7:00 ~a!:U~ro~:-Lounge w
0 
ith Dean Clarke haven't been personal. Criticism doesn't 
B:OO EUB Film-Rec Rm ecessarily mean disrespect. Also, I give much credit to the 
Mim., May 8 · younger members of the administration, particularly Parker Moore, who, as a former Ithaca Col~ege student, really knows 
l0-4 Spring Weekend Pictures how to handle students' problems. However, the administra-
-Lobby tion must recognize the student voice. Until then the chronic 
~'.i~ :::~~: problems of indifference and lack of pride will remain. 
Finally, I hid farewell to my readers and wish the best of 7:3o MGB-.Job luck to Alex Block. To those of you returning I can only say. 
B:OO Class Day-Rec Rm that you are Ithaca College and it will, therefore, be only as good 
Tues., May 9 as you make it. A college 1s only as good as i"ts students. 
10-4 Sp. Weekend Pictures -
. Lobby . 
3:00 V Baseball vs Susquehan-
na-H 
3:30 Fr Baseball vs Brockport 
-H 
FROM THE MAILROOM 
by Steve Schiffman 
4:30 Orientation 'frl Commit- It was at the Sammy Davis, Jr. Concert this past Saturday 
tee Meeting-Rec Rm night that we saw President and Mrs. Dillingham. They were 
6:30 Women DA's-U5 sitting off to the right of the stage, while we were sitting in 
7:3o IFC-Ul front of the platform.' There was little question-·who had the 
B:OO Student Court-Job better seats, in fact, 90 per cent of the audience had better seats 
Wed., May lO than did the President. It was getting close to the time that the 
l0-4 Sp Weekend pictures - concert would begin, the people were filing in, and the excite-
Lobby ment of the evenmg was increasing. 
3:00 V Baseball vs St. Law- A student, a member of the weekend committee, noticed 
rence-A the President and his guests. Realizing the situation, he called 
3:00 V Tennis vs Utica-A for assistance from others in the committee. Before too long, they 
3:00 Fr. & V Track vs Buffalo had found several students in the first few rows who were will-
-A ing (?) to be moved so that the President of Ithaca College 
4:00 Fr Baseball vs Osweg0- might have better seats. . -
A The six students stood in the aisle, while the chairman 
5:00 WGB-U5 approached the President. He spoke into the President's ear, 
6:00 Exec & Directorate EUB informing him that there were better seats available. The stu-
-Job dent urged the President and "his party to follow him. '"The Presi-
7:00 Faculty Meeting-Rec Rm dent stood, and began to look for the new seats. Presumably, 
Ir--------..;_ ______ he saw the seats, and motioned that they were indeed better. 
_ The ITHACAN 
Thanks .... 
Pete Burrell 
S. D. Jr. 
Mr. Dickerson 
Arnold Printing Co. 
Dr. D. 
and all the students 
who have encouraged 
us in our work-
both of them!!! 
/ 
THEN, he spotted the studen.ts standing in the aisle. 
It was a matter of seconds before the President realized 
what had happened. Quickly, he turned to his wife, and said, 
''No, it isn't nght" taking seats from students. 
Although ihe student chairman had assured the President 
it was all right, Dr. Dillingham refused to budge. The five 
students who had given up their seats were reseated. 
The concert began moments later. 
College Calendar ,1967-19~8 Posted 
FALL TERM 
Sept. 3-Sunday ...... Freshman Orientation Begins f 30 P;M. 
Sept. 6-Wednesday ............... Upper Class Registration 
Sept. 7-Thu~day ................... Freshman Registration 
Sept. 8-Friday .................... Classes Begin 8:00 A.M. 
Nov. 22-Wednesday .. Thanksgiving Recess Begins 4:00 P.M. 
Nov. 27-Monday ................ Classes Resume 8:00 A.M. 
Dec. 16-Saturday .................. Classes End 12:00 AM. 
Dec. 18-Monday ................ Final Examinations Begin 
Dec. 22-Friday ................ Fall Term Ends 12:30 P.M. 
SPRING TERM 
Jan. 15-Monday ............................ Registration 
Jan. 16-Tuesday ............... , .. Classes Begin 8:00 A.M. 
March 9-Saturday .............. Spring Recess 12:00 A.M. 
March 25-Monday .............. Classes Resume 8:00 A.M. 
May 8-Wednesday ................ Classes End 6:00 P.M. 
May 9-Thursday ...... · ......... Final Examinations Begin 
May 17-Friday .............. Spring Term Ends 6:00 P.M. 
May 18-Saturday ......... : ............... Commencement 
See You Next Year! 
II 
Faculty· Essay 
by Stvwart Whitney 
Five years have passed since the death of C. Wright Mills, 
one of the greatest social scientists produced in America. The 
American intellectual community suffered a tragic loss with the 
death of Mills, a man so vital to the commitment of social 
science. The purpose· of this essay is twofold: t1o pay tribute to 
those admired intellectual qualities and desired intellectual 
capacities of Mills, and to adapt these characteristics to a brief 
socio]ogical consideration of America today.· 
Mills was a man involved in life, a man who was rewarded 
and frustrated like others in the modern society of this era, and 
yet, was unlike many of his profession. He surveyed and or-
gar_iized. the system_s of his social roles _in such a way that he was 
a perceiver ahd dissector of the social system. We should- be 
cautious in this proposition, however, for perhaps one should 
distinguish between a man and his work, at least on one level. 
For if we do· not ·we may fall into those traps that make a man's 
work appear to be some historical accident. Our inquiries should 
encompass social conditions rather than personal attributes. We 
can therefore say that Mills' work would have been written 
without C. Wright Mills. And yet, the political man did exist 
and in his analytical school which is the classic tradition of 
sociology he developed insight which has deeply affected society 
today. 
On Wall Streett 
by John Crittenden 
The Economics Department of the McGraw Hill Publishing 
Companynas released the following figures: the U.S. industry 
will spend 64 billions of dollars on new plants and equipment 
which is a gain of 5.6%; manufacturers will spend some 29 
million dollars, a gain of 8%; manufacturers expect unit sales 
to rise 5% next year and some 21 % between '68 and '70; at the 
end of last year, manufacturers were operating at 88% capac-
ity, which is lower than the 93% desired level. 
Although the wreck of the Torrey Canyon is now history, 
the problem of its legal liability is still very much a current 
question. Not since the sinking of the Andrea Doria has such a 
large amount been faced by marine underwriters ( 16.5 million 
dollars). But this is only the physical 'hull cost'. There still 
remains the problem of law suits which may total as much as 
another 8 and a half million. This should be covered by the 
insurance carried on the ship which is similar to car insurance. 
If this insurance is not adequate, then presumably Union Oil of 
California would have to make good on the rest of the claims. 
Union Oil will of course take this to court and fight back 
against England by claiming, of all things, piracy. It 
seems- that although there was great need for the bombing of 
the ship, when it was done, she was outside England's territorial 
limits. This and other problems will be solved- by a 162 man 
board of maritime lawyers and governmental experts. 
MOVIE REVIEW 
by Richard Gerdau 
We can begin to construct the maze by citing an early 
Mills statement: "With the slippery fingers of the mmd we are 
all attempting to grasp what is happenmg in various sectors of 
the civilization of the West. Compartmentalizing contradictory 
reports, many believe one thing or the other. Others go into 
histories and seek material for analogous extensions inm some 
future. Some quantify all they can, even if it be minute, and 
plot the slow 'sure' trends. There are those who dissect single 
individuals and trace in rihem what they think is macroscopic. 
Some stare transfixed by confusion and the long slip to the 
edge."1 
The long slip. to the edge! Sidney Peck has remarked Well, the powers that be have granted our wishes, and all 
that "in a time of personal 'uneasiness' and social 'indifference', of last week's good films have been hel,d over. Two depart-
C. Wright Mills offers the promise of a way to underStand both ments have failed us however, Hud did not show at the Union, 
the troubles which beset individuals and the, issues which plague 
life.":? Mills possessed that talent of awareness. He was aware and the Ithaca has replaced W. C. Fields and Mae \Vest with 
of the "Behemoth" of the forties, the "Dinosaur" of the fifties Sidney Lumet's The Deadly Affair. 
and the survival of man in the search for identity. Mills was not Tiu: Deadly Affair, taken from a novel by John LeCarre, 
only concerned with the survival of social science but also the is superbly acted by James Mason, Harriet Andersson, Harry 
survival of man. Andrews, Maximilian Schell, and Simone Signoret, and well Mills' puzzlement, ruggedness and dislike of disciplin-e 
affected his writings in such a way that change and conflict directed by Sidney Lumet. Freddie Young's color cinema-
become system pre-requisites. "Communist and capitalist socie- tography is first rate, and rainy London never looked glummer. 
ties are now in cultural as well as military, industrial and politi- This story of an aging spy (Mason) and his business and per-
cal competition."8 During this ideological conflic~ political au- sonal problems has everything going for it. For some unobvious 
thority · may increase so that that which is cherished may be reason though, it comes off as extremely dull, and ultimately 
surpressed. This is what Mills feared. He could foresee that ( 1) 
social science, with_its growing concern for governmental sup- meaningless and unsatisfying. \Ve are entertained by some fine 
port and establishment reinforcement, would Jose that quality of acting, but find our final thoughts on the film in the "yea, so 
independence and freedom which he considered of utmost im- whad" category. ' 
portance, and (2) the·death of man may be~ conseq~ence of t~e The State has held Casino Royale, the multi-million dollar 
pr_eservation tren~. He ad"'.ocated an e~hically viable s<?c1~l satire on a satire. The film has, not one, but four James Bonds, 
science to deal with these "issues." ("Soc10logy was good 1f 1t b · · d" I 
·h I d h d b d t d h t · · th and enough eaut1ful girls to keep any male au 1ence wel enter-e pe t e stu ent etter un ers an w a was gomg on m e . . , . . 
world ... "-I) According to Mills, in order to follow this man- tamed for the film s two. hours and ten mmutes. Gad_gets, gir~s, 
date the sociologist should consider::; gaudy sets, good-old-sadism, yes, the Bond formula 1s there m 
~- th': id~ology in terms. of justification and criticism its entirety, ,vith the outlandish humor of Woody Allen, and 
of mst1~ut10ns and attitudes. Peter Sellers to boot. Other stars include: David Niven, Ursula 
b. thhe etluc._ f h Barbara Bouchet. The film has six directors, only one of which 
c. t e agencies o c ange. I b J h H Th d · "" " · h · k d." the theory. , remem er- o n . uston. e come y 1s very _m wit JO es 
Mills called for a study of the social issues of the world. (' The on contemporary films and actors scrambled m the helter-
social scientist who spends his intellectual force _in the det:ail~ of skelter plot. The photography, special effects, and music by 
small_-scale milieu is no~ p~tting__hi~ work out~1_dE: the polit1c:1l Burt Bachrach are all excellent. 
conflicts and forces of his ttime. He is, at least indirectly and m The film's very slow start is picked up once Woody Allen 
effect, 'accepting'_ the framework of his s~ciety._ But no one who enters for a brief but very funny bit-and the laughs continue 
accepts the full mtellect,~0al tasks of social science can merely well until the last five minutes when everything gets completely 
assume that framework .. ) . out O fhand, and all six of the directors seen- unable even to 
All members of __ th~ mtellectual coi:nmumtJ;,. sho~ld _be ,,en- direct traffic. For the majority o fthe time though, it's fitting 
co~raged to refam1Iiari~e t~emselves with t~e 11~agmat1on . <?f to describe the film as truly a as. 
l\Jills as can be fo~nd m his work~ and theJr review~ and cmi- The best two films of Jastg year, A Jl.,fan For Alt Seasons, 
c1sms .. Perhaps ones Summer readmg program may mclude the and Blow Up are still at the Temple and Strand respectfully. 
followmg_: . . . . . . (N Even drive-ins are worthwhile this weekend. The Lakes is 
I. C. Wright Mills, The _Sociological Imagination ew screening Without Getting (which anyone who hasn't seen 
Yo~k, Grove Pre~s, Inc., 1959). . . p le yet should) and Winter A-Go-Go. The films are both on the 
2. Irvmg L. Horowitz_ (ed) Power, Politics and, eop same level professionally, and that should be taken as a some-
(N~w York, Balla!ltme Books, 1963 ). . what backhanded compliment to the former. 
3. Irvmg L. Horo~1tz(ed), The New Sociology . (New The Dryden Drive-In has an excellent double feature-
York, Oxfor~ University Press, 1965). . Who's Afraid of Virgnia Wolf? and A Big Ha,nd For The Little 
~o.w, let u~ briefly att~mp~ to adal?t the_ analytical ch~r- Lady. The former needs no qualification and the latter stars 
~ctenst1cs of ~111~ to_ a soc10logic~I consideration of two social Jason Robards, Henry Fonda and Joanne Woodward in a very 
issues today: mst1tuttonal. revolut!on a~d war. . funny comic western-not to be missed by poker fans. 
Institut:ional Revolutwn. It 1s logically safe to offer the 
proposition that social structure must adapt within its environ-
ment by screening, coping with and adjusting to o0er social 
structures within that environment. Following certam changes 
in one structure we can expect corresponding changes to occur 
in other structu;es as part of the evolutionary process. of adap-
tation. When the latter changes do not occur we may fmd st1ruc-
tural lag, credibility gap and social disorganization resulting .. 
In America we are aware of the increased presence of social 
disorganization in terms of revolution~r:y i~sues such as racism, 
political deviance and poverty. The civil ri&hts m?~ement, the 
quieting of reactionary tendencies of certam political groups, 
and the re-discovery of poverty as a social problem and_the su~-
sequent anti-poverty program are but three of the ways . m 
which our government has resp_onded to t_he~e problems _with 
reform measures in hopes of Bolvmg them withm the established 
ideological system. May one suggest a question concerning t~e 
inherent characteristics of that system which create and sustam 
these problems? Should our perspective ~e limited to an obser-
vation of manifestations? One should WISh to be aware of the 
system's structures . Ame_ri_c<f, I Presum.e, s~id Wyndh,am I;,ewis. 
War. The current cnt1c1sms of the Umted States policy of 
and action toward the war in Viet Nam seem to focus on several 
manifestations of that war: (a) the loss of human lives (the 
morality question), ( b) _the uns~f~ adaptatiof! ( t~e lt;gal ques-
tion) and ( c), the coercive q_u:1I!t1es ( the soc10-h1stxmcal ques-
tion). We anticipate these cnt1c1sms _as _necessary events to be 
raised. However, -we must be more conscious of the latent func-
(Continued on page 14) 
Policy of The Week 
The following question was asked of the respective Deans 
of the Schools of Physical Education and Therapy, Music, and 
Arts and Sciences. 
Question: What is the policy of the school of Physical Edu-
cation and Therapy on who gets into Who's Who? 
Answer by Dean Morgan: "The faculty _of this school 
nominates candidates for "Who's \Vho?" These nominations are 
made on the basis of the criteria sent to us by the Dean of 
Students office. After the deadline date, which this year is 
April 25, 1967, the Director and myself check these nomina-
tions and finally select the quota given to the school." . 
Question: What is the policy of the School of l\fos1c on who 
gets into Who's Who? " . . 
Answer by Dean McHenry: \Ve follow the cntenon from 
Dean Clarke, taking professional ability into consideration." 
Question: What is the policy of the School of Arts and 
Sciences <In who gets into Who's Who? 
Answer by Dean Newsome: "Arts and Sciences selects stu-
dents on the basis of scholarship, participation and leadership 
and service to the college and the promise of future success and 
usefulness. We ask the fa~ulty for their recommendations, then I 
go over the faculty recommendations with the members of the 
Dean of Students office." 
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letters to the 1Edito1r 
All letters submitted to The Ithacan must be typed and 
signed. Names will be withheld upon request. 
All letters become the property of The Ithacan, and we r~ 
serve the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
Letters must not exceed 350 words. 
Oracle Society 
Editor: 
Last week a letter was pub-
lished in The ITHACAN regard-
ing the Oracle Society initiation 
ceremony, which was held in the 
library between 1:30 and 2:30 
p.m. on Sunday, April 23. I would 
like to make it clear that the 
ceremony was held in the library 
under emergency conditions -
at the last minute, we had to 
cancel our banquet at the Sylvan 
Hills Restaurant. The ceremony 
has never before and probably 
will never again be held in the 
library. Keeping this in mind, we 
had hoped that the few students 
who were on the second floor 
Sunday afternoon would forgive 
us for the temporary inconveni-
ence that we caused them. 
The insulting tone of Mr. 
Wheeless's letter tempts one to 
reply in kind. I will, however, re-
frain from sniveling and sneer-
ing, and merely suggest that Mr. 
Wheeless might have had some 
consideration for our unusual 
situation. He might have walked 
down one flight of stairs to the 
first floor, which was only half-
filled at the time of the cere-
mony. 
I would also like to suggest 
that no amount of studying will 
help Mr. Wheeless unless he can 
become capable of adapting to 
temporary aberrations in his per-
sonal study schedule. More im-
portant than anything one can 
learn from books is the ability to 
rise above one's own pettiness-
that is, the ability to consider the 
interests of others when the need 
arises, and to be flexible enough 
to respond to their requests. 
Life is not perfect; yet it must 
be coped with-hopefully with 
some amount of understanding. 
What more important lesson 
could one learn at college? 
Elizabeth Morgan 
Vice Pres., Oracle 
Student Government 
Editor: 
With the approval of Peter 
Burrell as Student Government 
President, I feel that, the future 
and the interests of the student 
body are on their way to a new 
high. 
Since being at Ithaca College I 
have had the opportunity to know 
Peter. I saw him as he ran for 
Junior Class President, I saw 
him as he organized what prom-
ises to be a fantastic Spring 
Weekend and I saw him as he 
dedicated himself to the forming 
of a varsity ski team. Peter has 
the determination, drive and 
courage to get things done. His 
head is brimming full of ideas 
waiting to become realities, with 
.the full co-operation of the stu-
dent body, they will. 
Because Peter generates en-
thusiasm to those around him, I 
believe we will have a productive 
and active Student Government 
next year. For these reasons I 
would like to thank him for tak-
ing the responsibility and also to 
wish him the best of luck for a 
successful year. 
Sincerely, 
Pam Davis 
The Ithacan 
To The ITHACAN: 
Mr. Paul Yorkis and his fine 
staff arc to be commended for 
their persistence and hard work 
in bringing The ITHACAN from 
near provincial obscurity to 
prominence with a macroscopic 
perspective. Congratulations. 
Stewart Whitney 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Social 
Relations 
[The Draft 
Editor: 
The time has come to end the 
military draft. 
That bald declaration will 
startle many. But when all the 
facts are in, and all the current 
and projected needs for military 
manpower have been taken into 
account, it is difficult to avoid 
the conclusion that America does 
not need the draft, America can 
afford not to have the draft and 
America is overdue in bri~ging 
to an end this drastic invasion of 
the lives and · liberties of her 
young men. 
Congress is now beginning to 
debate President Johnson's legis-
lation to extend the draft another 
four years. In years past Con-
gressional examination of this is-
sue was perfunctory. This year 
things are different. 
Thanks no doubt to the height-
ened awareness of America's 
young people, whose lives the 
draft so seriously affects, many 
in Congress are now for the first 
time rethinking the premises 
upon which the draft is suppos-
edly based. An increasing num-
ber of them are finding it sadly 
out of step with both our Nation's 
traditions and with its military 
manpower needs. 
We must never allow ourselves 
to forget that however pressing 
the circumstances, the draft is 
involuntary servitude. It is legi-
timate and constitutional when 
Congress, exercising its power 
to raise and support armies, has 
no reasonable alternative. But 
conscription must always be the 
last desperate resort for meeting 
military manpower needs, not the 
cheap and easy expedient. 
The only real argument for 
having an involuntary draft is 
that the Nation could not reason-
ably afford to raise and retain 
the needed military manpower 
without it. I maintain that the 
Nation can afford to eliminate 
the draft. In doing so we will 
restore lost liberties. We can end 
once and for all the inherent in-
equities of a compulsory system. 
We can upgrade our armed forc-
es and increase our national se-
curity. And we can do it at a 
price this rich and powerful Na-
tion can easily afford. 
There is no numerical shortage 
of manpower for filling military 
ranks. Each year nearly four 
times as many men as the mili-
tary needs enter the draft age 
pool. With more realistic service 
qualifications and sharply in-
creased wages and fringe bene-
fits, and with an enhanced status 
for military careers, we can at-
tract the 500,000 men we need 
each year, even at Viet Nam 
buildup level. 
All we have to do is to make 
up our minds that we are going 
to stop exchanging precious lib-
erties for false economy - false 
because, when the total economic 
costs of the draft system are tak-
en into account, including civil-
ian wages foregone by draftees, 
we may well be saving nothing at 
all. And this calculation fails to 
take into account the qualitative 
value of skilled career specialists 
serving in crucial military posi-
tions now filled by reluctant 
draftees. 
From the standpoint of indi-
vidual liberty, equity to all, the 
c.>nhancemcnt of national secur-
ity. and the total economic costs, 
the draft fares badly in compari-
son with an all-volunteer armed 
forces system. 
How do we get from the pres-
ent draft to the volunteer army? 
First, we must unequivocally 
reaffirm our commitment to the 
goal of voluntary armed forces. 
The draft should be extended for 
(Continurd on page 11) 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
HURRAYI-Tho OE loves tho U·T· 
BO~'E Bnd ho Jovos hor ba.ck. 
24 BIG ONES! 
DEAR FRED AND TERRY . . . we 
love you . . . glnd. that birds of a 
toa.thur flo(• 1r together. 
TO GOD nn,l th<' world: Thanks ... 
\\."c'n• very hnpl)Y und Tuesday nii;ht 
iH just th(• bt,gmning. 94 ycBrB to go. 
Signed. C.S. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
llorn • Bhout ~lurch 12 - :Married 
.\l'ril ~o (when I fq:~urc-d them out) 
1>1ed - May 4. 
COUNSELING OX ALTE~!'IATIVES 
TO THE DRAFT - Open 3-5 p.m. 
Mon thru Sut. - Solecth·e Sorncc 
CounMling Scn·ice, 306 N. Aurora 
Twosomes 
Engagements 
St .. 273-3890. ' Miss Patricia Young, class of 
Kri!-~-,,'~!;.O~fio~\~~ "~2n~rt~':.n°k.:'1to\: '67 at the University of Iowa, to 
c,·crythin,:---your fnendly solicitor. Karl Messmer, a senior in busi-
HURTING FOR OASH! - Woitcrs. 
wa.itrcaseA, and kitchen boy needed 
for Spring Weekend. Moy 12-14. 
CBll Stewnrd. AR 2-9866. 
HAPPY 70TH BIRTHDAY DADDY. 
Love Beck~- Jr. 
.\TTEN'I1.0X SENIORS: Remomber to 
nsk for your $15 room deposit fee 
before grn.dll.Q.ting. 
ness administration at Ithaca 
College. 
Miss Lorraine Quackenbush, a 
senior at the State University of 
New York at Buffalo majoring 
in social studies, to James Lynn 
Cronkhite, a junior majoring in 
YOU OA.S'T SAY it hBsn't been dif- physical education at Ithaca Col-
fercnt-right Snooks lege and a member of Pi Lambda 
XO MATTER where you go, thero's no Chi Fraternity. 
~~mx~~~~ ·1,1re like tho one Bt 108 Miss Anne Marie Case, a senior 
WHERE HA VE YOU Bl~EN ! Bloody m the School of Music at Ithaca 
lfory is still wBitmi,; on Sot. noon 'ti! College, treasurer of Lambda 
7 nt 10s .s. Aurora 8t· Chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon and 
ALBANY (UPD - Governor 
Rockefeller has signed a bill re-
quiring motorists to have an eye 
examination eve_ry time they re-
new their licenses. 
a member of the Ithaca College 
Concert Band, to Ken A. Odgers, 
who received his Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree in Music Education 
at Ithaca College and is presently 
teaching in the Bainbridge-Guil-
ford School District. 
Miss Barbara Shonnessy, a 
sophomore in physical education, 
to Warren Glading, who attended 
renew their licenses every three Alfred State College. He is now 
years. _ . · employed by DuPont in New 
Although the existmg law re- Jersey. An October wedding is 
quired an eye examination every planned. 
The law, signed today, applies 
to motorists whose licenses ex-
pire July first. Motorists have to 
nine years, Rockefeller said the Miss Georgia Dedunyk, a junior 
measure - part of his safety physical therapy student to 
program - w o u 1 d improve James Bronwell, a senior at Cor-
chances of detecting bad eyesight nell. 
which is often a factor in auto Miss Terry Schuster, a sopho-
accidents. more drama major at Ithaca Col-
NUTS&BOLTS 
Did you know that Spring 
Weekend was definitely the 
greatest ever - Thanks go to all 
who made it so. _. . that worms 
jump for joy with pickle juice 
. . . that May has come in with 
grace . . . that the Monday after 
the weekend before is a real 
horror . _ . that there are only 16 
more days, Seniors! • . . that 
townies have to be convinced . . . 
that the mud fight was more like 
a stone fight-for those brave 
few ... that Class Day is the 8th 
. . . that a costume party isn't 
much without costumes .. ·. that 
S.D. was not even short of spec-
tacular . . . that it's going to be 
hot in the Bronx ... that we now 
have more light hours in which 
to play-but would you believe 
finals?! . . . that a picture is 
worth a thousand words . . . that 
you can't get hung over if you 
don't sleep . . . that Ithaca is 
beautiful in the Spring, when and 
if the sun shines . . . that this 
is the last issue of The ITHACAN 
. . . that June camp will have to 
change its name . . . that the 
pool is getting ready _ . . that 
barbed wire really is an interest-
ing subject . . . that all's well 
that ends well. 
junior physical therapy student 
at Ithaca College, to John Finley, 
a graduate student at Ithaca re-
ceiving his doctorate this June 
from Cornell 
Miss Robin Meyers, a sopho-
more liberal arts major at Ithaca 
College, to A3C James Beach, 
stationed at Lowry Air Force 
Base, Colorado. 
Miss Amy Fay Kraft, a sopho-
more in drama at Ithaca College, 
to Dennis Robert Madigan, an 
Ithaca College Alumnus, class of 
'66, presently a teacher of physi-
cal education and a coach. 
The governor vetoed a bill lege, to Fred Turner, a junior at 
which would have permitted Ithaca College majoring in music. 
drivers whose licenses were sus- The ITHACAN wishes them the 
pended or revoked to receive a best and thanks them for their 
probationary permit if their job services. 
Nancy Gates, a senior music 
major to Jack Schackleton, senior 
music education. Both of Ithaca 
a College. depended on driving a car. Miss Donna Hendrickson, 
CORNELL 19879 
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING CENTER, INC. 
Branch Store - Aurora St., Ithaca, N.Y. - Phone AR 3-2350 
Name ............................................................................................. . 
Address ........................• _ ................................................................. . 
FREE SUMMER 
STORAGE 
A 
All garments are professionally cleaned and expertly pressed. 
rFREE MOTH PROOFING 
Main !Plant- 527 W. State St. - 29 2-3561 
Aurora St. Branch-116 S. Aurora St. -AR 3-2350 
Pat's Tailor Shop-Ground Floor of Dorm 12 
/ 
Greek Highlights 
Phi Delta Pi Pi Lambda· Chi 
by Sharon T. Wolk by Bill Mentz 
·Phi Delta Pi held its annual On Monday, April 24th, Pi Lam 
Spring Weekend on April 21, 22, held induction for fourteen new 
and 23. Friday night we bad a Brothers at the College Spa. 
party at Beagle Lodge with music Those inducted into Pi Lambda 
by the Trolls. Chi were Ronald Bobbett, Phys. 
Saturday afternoon was our Ed. '68; William Butler, R-TV 
formal initiation. Congratulations '70; Jack Frederick, Phys. Ed. 
to: Connie Collier, ·Joan Finn, '70; Douglas Frye, Bus. Ad. '70; 
Diane Ingrahm, Vicki Lewis, Sue Jack Gallagher, Music '68; Jon 
Paragone, Lynn Tyler, Charlotte Height, Speech Corr. '68; Michael 
White, and Sharon Wolk. Follow- McDermott, Phys. Ed. '69; John 
ing the initiation the new officers Peters, Music '70; Todd Prozeller, 
were installed. _ They are: Presi- Bus. '70; Robert Rounds, Phys. 
dent - Patti Harrison; Vice Pres- Ed. '69; St~en Schwartzreicb, 
ident - Toni Beers; Recording Acc. '70; George Straehle, Math 
Secretary - Jan Robinson; Cor- '70; Robin Weber, Bus. Ad. '69; 
responding Secretary - Bobbi and Bernard Welle (the retired 
Goldstein; Treasurer - Linda pledge captain), History '70. The 
Zwahlen; Editor - Sharon Wolk; old Brothers would like to extend 
Historian.- Joan Finn; Sargeant their congratulations to the new 
at Arms - Karen Steele; Chap- Brothers. 
lain - Cookie Brahm; Alumni As for Spring Weekend . . . 
Secretary - Lois Katz; LF.C. well . . . the Brothers will still 
Representative - Puff Cramer; be recovering well into final 
Pledge Mistress - Judy Oshin- exams. On Friday we held a cock-
sky. tail- party before dinner. After 
Saturday evening we had a dinner there was the ball. Con-
banquet at the Ithaca Hotel We gratulations to Connie Grey, Bob 
were honored to have Mr. Mc- Eddy, Kathy Clune, Brother Rick 
Keith as our guest speaker. An DeFuria, Gail McCarthy, Terry 
attribute was made to Mother Habecker, Wendy White, and 
Helen, who is retiring this year Mark Rowley. Next we went to 
after so many years of loyal Newhart Lodge where we drank 
service. The senior farewell ad- to the sounds of the Soul Com-
dress was given by Connie Bar- pany. On Saturday morning we 
tolotti; the pledge response by all cheered the Pi Lam Pumpkin 
Sharon Wolk; Jan Shirreffs gave as i-t went down State Street. 
her farewell address, and Patti That afternoon all of the Broth-
Harrison gave her acceptance ers helped to set up chairs for 
speech. the Sammy Davis concert. After 
Following the banquet we had .the C(?ncert it was back to the 
another party at Beagle Lodge. lodge for another party_ At mid-
2:30 curfews added to the week- night, Saturday, the new officers 
end's success. for the 1967-68 school" year took 
The weekend came to an end over officially. They are John 
with a picnic at Beagle Lodge. Crittenden - President; Dieter 
We would like to thank all the Scherer - Vice President; Ron 
sisters for making the whole Chasen - Recording Secretary; 
weekend such a great success.. Larry Smith - Treasurer; Rick 
DeFuria - Member at large; Bill 
Mentz - Corresponding Secre-
tary, Don Beers - Social Chair~ 
Ph" M Al h man; Tom Samter - Historian· 1 U P a Howie Finkelstein - Chaplain; 
by Donald Zegel Jim Crc;>_nkhite (who did a great 
On Saturday, April 28, we held job as Spring Pledgemaster) _ 
our annual Spring Weekend ban- Sergea~t-at-Arms, and Steve Bet-
quet at Cayuga Inn. Among our beil - I.F.C ... Representative. 
guests were a number of faculty Also, co~gratulations to Rick 
members at the Ithaca College DeFurla who was elected Presi-
Music School who are brothers of dent of M.G.B. and Ron Chasen 
Phi Mu Alpha, and Dr. J. Curtis "who was also elected to the 
Shake of Syracuse University board. 
who is the governor of our prov-
ince. -
Guests of Honor were Mr. and 
Mrs. Slocum and Mr. Lynn Bo-
gart. Both Mrs. Slocum and Mr. 
Bogart are faculty members at 
the music school here and both 
are planning to retire after this 
year. These two people have set 
excellent examples · for us as 
musicians and we were very hon-
ored at there presence. 
Guest speaker for the evening 
was Mr. David Borden, composer 
in residence at Ithaca High 
School. Mr. Borden gave his 
views concerning music educa-
tion, musical creativity and 
music as it is related to the peo-
ple and happenings in the world. 
cuPn (New York City)- Form-
er Vice President Richard Nixon 
says he believes US bombing of 
MIG Bases in North Vietnam will 
not increase the po~ibility of 
Communist China entering the 
war. Nixon-who made the state-
ment in New York City on his 
arrival for a four-week fact-find-
ing mission-said Peking has 
been provoked in the past but has 
not entered the war. This he said 
... ''Not because of a lack of 
will, but lack of power." 
Egan's House of Color 
• 
PAINTS 
Delta Kappa 
by Michael Schell 
Congratulations to DK broth-
ers Bob Eddy, Terry Habecker, 
and Mark Rowley for their elec-
tion to Spring Weekend Court as 
King, Sophomore Attendant, and 
Freshman Mtendant, respective-
ly. We also extend congratula-
tions to our Delta Phi Zeta sis-
ters, Connie Grey, Kathy Clune, 
and Wendy White. 
The Weekend was a great suc-
cess all around for Delta Kappa 
- from the campus affairs to our 
parties and picnic. A great job 
by Mike Turco and Chuck Mc-
Quillan, and our thanks also to 
Pete Burrell and Company. It 
was great seeing the Alumni 
Brothers again, · and they all 
seemed to enjoy themselves. 
The New Executive Board of 
Delta Kappa took office last week 
and "President Tom Sloan an-
nounced the appointment of Tom 
Sandler as Parliamentarian, and 
Mike Turco as Alumni Secretary. 
_ Congratulations to graduating 
brothers Bruce Clarke, Dick 
Felts, Dave Cornell, Howie Rat-
ner, Bill Thayer, Bob Eddy, Fred 
Alexander, Chuck Pollock, Frank 
Bai-Rossi, Mike Hoover,- Bob Her-
lihy, Lee Catlin, Mark Yamagata, 
Dave Humphreys, Bob Baker, 
Dale Ellis, George Patte, and 
Chuck Brackenridge. We wish 
these men the best of luck and 
thank them for the work they 
have done in the past for Delta 
Kappa. We know we will be see-
ing a lot of these men as Alumni 
Brothers. · 
Gamma Delta Pi 
by Patti Heydt 
Spring- Weekend is over. 
Amidst concerts, cocktail parties, 
dancing, and plenty of beer, 
Gamma Delta Pi hopes that all 
other Greeks and non-Greeks had 
a successful weekend. 
Our warmest congratulations 
go out to Gail McCarthy, elected 
sophomore attendant in the 
Spring· Weekend Court. 
Our cocktail party was a huge 
success, with the help of some 
DU brothers from Cornell, and 
their knowledge of mixology. 
Word must have gotten around 
that our drinks were potent and 
plentiful. Some brothers from a 
neighboring fraternity drifted in 
when the punch at their party 
ran out. 
Our annual service project is 
in full swing_ Sisters have vol-
unteered a few hours a week to 
work downtown at the Special 
Children's . Center. Some keep 
order on the Center's school bus 
while others are of use in th~ 
offices. Those whose tight sched-
ules prevent the trip downtown 
have put their creative skills to 
work making toys. 
Alumnae.Carol Berzell paid the 
sisterhood a surprise visit last 
week, fresh from a three month 
vacation in Hawaii. ' Founding 
sisters Joan Lavitt and Carol 
Kerr also saw their way back to 
Ithaca to enjoy the Spring Week-
end festivities. 
Congratulations and best of 
luck to our .graduating seniors: 
Susan Wayne, Rene Burrough, 
Marge Berardicurti, Jo Anne 
Schwartz, and Pat Simpson. Also 
best wishes .to Susan Goodfriend, 
Barb Singer, Patti Post, and Mary 
Pat Jeutter who are leaving cam-
pus in June to study at Albert 
Einstein Hospital in New York. 
The sisters extend their deep-
est appreciation to Dr. Cara Rich-
ards for her interest and assist-
ance as sorority advisor for the 
past two years. Taking .Dr. Rich-
ard's place next year will be Mrs. 
Arlene Heissan. 
With finals too·· close, Gamma 
Delt wishes everyone luck, and 
after that - BONNE VACANCE! 
AERho 
by Jim Coons 
A E Rho finished a hectic week 
of broadcasting with the Spring 
Weekend activities. The float 
parade went extremely well from 
our point of view and we are 
very pleased with the final -tele-
vison coverage. The show was 
videotaped and will be replayed 
soon, for those who misseci:it last 
Saturday. 
Elections for next year have 
given A E Rho a slate of officers 
that should really get things 
done. Officers for 1967-68 are: 
President-Ernie Saucer; Vice 
President-Miles T. Killoch; Cor-
responding Secretary ·_ Jessica 
Savitch; Recording Secretary and 
Alumni Secretary - Jennifer 
Beal; Treasurer - Fred Eisen-
thal; Social Chainnan - Jim 
Coons; IFC Rep. - Bob Shul-
man; Public Relations - Ron 
Kobosko; Historian-Librarian -
Carl Jenks; Sargean~at-arms and 
Chaplain - Bob Hults. 
Formal induction for the new 
members will be tonight at the 
Ithaca Hotel. 
· A E Rho has enjoyed a busy, 
but fun filled year and we are 
looking forward to many new 
projects and activities next year. 
Sigma Alpha Eta 
by Penny Oswaid 
CARPET 
WAllPAPER 
F~CS 
• 
106 N. Aurora St. 
We are n ow approaching 
exams, but the brothers are al-
ready looking forward to tb'.e 
summer meeting at John DeMar-
tino'e. 
The new officers for the aca-
demic year 67-68 have been ap-
proved by the key members of 
Sigma Alpha Eta, national pro-
fessional speech correction fra-
ternity. They are: Jane Benson, 
president; Sibyl Mclnnerney, viee 
president; Marilyn Czitrom., cor-
responding . secretary; Kathleen 
(Continued on- page 18) 
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Big Brother and 
Sister Programs 
Orga~ized 
The Ithacan 
(Continued from Page 1) 
--Odd Bodkilffis--
The big brother and big sister 
programs for next fall are now 
under way. The programs or-
ganized by MGB and WGB re-
spectively, serve to acquaint 
and orient incoming freshmen to 
I.C. ·life. 
Bob Schandler, the MGB rep· 
resentative in charge of the big 
brother program expressed his 
hope for a big response this year. 
"I don't see why anyone shouldn't 
be interested," he remarked. 
"The work involved is certainly 
minimal and on a whole a lot of 
fun." 
Over the summer, big brothers 
and sisters write to their assign-
ed freshman what clothes to 
bring, what the weather in Ithaca 
is like and any general informa-
tion helpful to an incoming 
freshman. If possible, meetings 
are arranged. 
Once up at I.C., the freshman 
has a friend in an upperclassman 
that he or she can go to· with a 
question or problem. The upper-
classman has the responsibility 
in making sure his little brother 
or sister is not left "orphaned," 
his first few weeks at school. 
The success of the program de-
pends on the number of applica-
tions received. Its effectiveness 
_ is diminished if each upperclass-
man has to be assigned several 
freshmen in order that all fresh-
men can be reached by the pro-
gram. 
Water Balloon 
Slingshot 
Friday. In 1954, the now-tradi-
tional yearly Ithacan banquet 
originated, at which the new edi-
tor and staff for the approaching 
year were announced. By 1955, 
a new description of the Ithacan 
appeared in the Cayugan: 
. . . the Picture Stories . _ . 
the Inquiring Reporter . . _ 
Senior Spotlight ... students' 
philosophies . . . unsung 
heroes and heroines . . . 
working for many hours to 
meet the deadlines. . the pic-
ture taking . . . the inter-
views . . . the anxiety . . . 
this is the Ithacan. 
The college newspaper was, in-
deed, growing more rapidly than 
ever now, and each new editor 
brought with him new ideas for 
improvements. Under the leader-
ship of Dave Clapper in 1956-
57, the Ithacan reportedly became 
"one of the biggest influences 
on student opinion in the col-
lege." The office was moved to 
the "comparatively lavish" 1st 
floor offices on Buffalo Street, 
where the biggest features were 
a newsroom with six typewriters 
and an editorial office. 
During the years 1958-1959, 
under the editorship of Tony 
Buttino, the Ithacan broke a 33-
year tradition. It became a week-
ly newspaper published "by and 
for the students of Ithaca ·col-
lege;" neither its weekly ap-
pearance nor the motto of the 
paper has changed since. In 
addition, the staff members under 
Mr. Buttino became the first ones 
to attend the Associated Collegi-
ate Press Convention, which was 
held in Chicago. The layout of 
the 4-page weekly changed con-
siderably. This -advancement, 
however, was only a small step 
The Ohio State Lantern, to~ard the significant changes 
Ohio State University, that took place during the 60's. 
Columbus, Ohio With Jon Aversa and Mike 
When the water fights start Ayers as co-editors in 1961-62, the 
Can't Ithacan became the "heartbeat of on North Complex, spring be far away. the Ithaca College communica-
Last night spring-like weather tion system." A number of new 
brought nearly 600 North Com- columns were added, including 
plex residents from their dormi- Alumni News, Controversy, and 
tories to watch three unidentified The Faculty Speaks. More new 
Blackburn House men shoot columns appeared the following 
water balloons over a hundred year, when Mike Ayers became 
yards with a giant slingshot. Editor-in.Chief. These columns, 
Richard A. Hudson, director Radio 600, I. C. Music, and Let's 
of Blackburn House, was in the Face It, reflected a growing 
crowd, and finally asked the trio awareness on the part of the 
to stop shooting when dormitory staff that both academic and 
quiet hours began at 7 p.m. social interests needed .to be 
One of the students, who asked brought into more effective bal-
to remain nameless, brought the ance. 
idea with him when he trans- As a result of the 1964 Press 
ferred to Ohio State from Rice Convention in New York City, the 
University in Houston, Texas, staff, under the direction of 
last year. Dorm students at Rice Robert Gee, gained a clearer in-
strapped· inner tubes or surgical sight into the purpose of a col-
tubing to window frames and lege newspaper. More emphasis 
shot fruit half-way across cam- was placed on the importance 
pas at the library tower, he said. of clubs and student organiza-
Another Blackburn resident, lions· that subu;iitted publicity to 
who also asked not to be identi- the Ithacan, while there was an 
fied, said the slingshot was used equally important increase in the 
this winter to shoot oranges and amount of coverage given to the 
, grapefruit approximately 250 activities of the various schools 
Yards down West Woodruff Ave- incorporated at the college. 
nue from an open staircase in In February of 1966, the edi-
Blackburn. One shot, he said, hit torship of the Ithacan was de-
a German Shepherd dog and roll- livered into the bands of Rene 
ed him over several times.· Burrough, on·e of the few women 
The slingshot itself is made of students ever to receive the job. 
two lengths of thick-walled Army The newspaper increased from 
surplus surgical tubing which will four to six pages, with a larger 
stretch about 15 feet. The water 
balloon fits on a pouch made of page size. Besides adding a num-
a coat hattger with two old socks ber of new columns to the Ithacan 
stretched over it. More strands Miss Burrough set what was 
of tubing are used for more probably one of the most signi-
rangc. . ficant precedents in the history 
Two men held the free ends of of the ~wspaper. The Ithacan 
the tubing on the top of a brick became the scene for contro-
wall outside Blackburn while an- versial and critical commentary. 
othe-r pulled back the sling and The enthusiasm of the student 
fbpped water balloons -at the body and faculty increased sub-
stantially as the college news-
paper became a most effective 
vehicle whereby opm1ons con-
cerning both academic and social 
affairs could be expressed freely. 
In 1967, Paul Graham Yorkis, 
as Editor-in-Chief, has brought 
to the newspaper more national 
collegiate news, additional col-
umns, and more coverage of na-
tional affairs. Throughout the 
31-year history of the college 
newspaper, however, many im-
portant advances would not have 
been possible without the aid of 
the lthacan's oldest friends at 
Norton Printing Company. Mr. 
Harold Carlyon, at the printing 
company from 1929 until just a 
few years ago, assisted the staff 
members greatly and knew all of 
the editors during his time at 
the company very well. Mr. Leo 
Solomon, who is still with Nor-
ton's, has cooperated enormous-
ly with the Ithacan throughout 
the years of its development and 
has, thereby, contributed greatly 
to its present status as a vital col-
legiate publication. The owner of 
Arnold Printing Company him-
self, Mr. Ed Arnold, has been of 
inestimable help to the Ithacan 
in guiding numerous editors to-
ward a· stronger student enter-
prise and in helping to meet the 
required deadlines that every 
newspaper must have. 
From the original Keynote of 
1911 and Once-A-Week of 1926, 
the Ithacan of 1967, under 
direction of Mr. Yorkis, bas de-
veloped into one of the most im-
portant publications on campus. 
As its "god-mothers" hoped, the 
first newspaper did, indeed, 
"grow up to be big and strong," 
and there must alwayg be pres-
ent the desire for further growth 
- the desire for the Ithacan to 
continue to be "a real joy to its 
Alma Mater," and an effective 
instrument of communication of 
Ithaca College. 
Editors of the Ithacan for the 
year ending: 
1927----{;cnevieve Elliott 
1928-Katherine V. Boyles 
1929-S. Hester Foster, E. 
Quackenbush 
1930---S. Hester Foster 
1931-Raymond E. Brown 
1932-Clark Maynard 
1933-Emil Purga 
1934-Joseph Short 
1935-
1936-Ed Flynn 
1937-J'oseph D. Ashley 
COOK-GAUNTLETT 
AGENCY, INC. 
World-Wide 
Travel Service 
207 N. Aurora 
AR 3-3073 
crowd and an amazed motorist,..----------------------------. 
searching for a parking spot in 
the ~lackburn.Scott parking lot. 
WASHINGTON CUPD - Manu-
facturer Thomas Edison Higgins· 
of Treasure Island, Florida, i 
was revealed ,today, is in a psy-
chiatric institution and cannot 
testify before. Congressional hear-
ings. Higgins is accused of get-
ting 390-thousand in government 
funds by peddling a battery addi-
tive in: Vietnam. 
Rosebud RestalUlrarmfr 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals 
. line eating at low prices 
Just right for Student budgets 
V' 
·111 E. Stato St 
1938-Willard Dorfman 
1939--cJarnes Beebe 
1940-Pearl Lee Provda 
1941-J'oseph Wright, Miriam 
Segal 
1942--Edward Green 
1943--John Rosenburg 
1944-
1945-Adricnne Larson, Eleanor 
Segal 
1946-
1947-Dave Mistovsky, Mary 
Sampson 
1948-Bob Juhren 
1949-Howard LeVine, Stanley 
Levenson 
1950-Bob Wendland, Dick Kuss 
1951-Edgar Chapman 
1952-Mortimer L. Clark, Jr. 
1953--Joseph G. Palmieri 
1954-J. Nora Staub 
1955-Joseph Polansky (?) 
1956--B. Ruger 
1957-Dave Clapper 
1958-R. McDonald 
1959-Tony Buttino 
1960-Joe Gillan 
1961-
1962-Jim Aversa, Mike Ayers 
1963-Mike Ayers 
1964-Rogcr Gee 
1964-Barbara Wickham (1 
semester) 
1965-Irving Wood 
1966-Rene .Burrough 
1967-Paul Graham Yorkis 
Alex B. Block 
!Peace Corps - Degree f?rogll'am 
BROCKPORT, N.Y. (I.P.)-Thc I and Peace Corps trainees, their 
Joint Peace Corps-State Univer-J tuition, living expenses a~d a 
sity College at Brockport Degree $12.00 weekly allowance will be 
· paid by the Peace Corps. Program, launched here recently 
with a contract-signing cere- During t?e acad~mic year 1967-
. . 68 they will contmue the study 
mony, will enable a student maJ· of the institutions of their host 
oring in mathematics or science country and complete their maj-
at an accredited college who will ors in mathematics or science. 
finish his sophomore year this j The 1968 summer session - fully 
June to qualify for the Bachelor's subsidized by the Peace Corps-
. . _ will mark the culmination of 
degree, a prov1s10nal teaching their undergraduate careers and 
license, and an overseas teaching Peace Corps training with a 
assignment with the Peace Corps teaching practicum in mathe-
in just fifteen months-by June, matics or science geared to a 
1968. polycultural setting. 
This period includes two sum- After final screening of the 
mer sessions - producing a full I Peace Corps Selection Board they 
year's academic credit - com- will embark on their two year 
pletely subsidized by the Peace overseas assignment. Returning 
Corps. Then, as a Peace Corps from their overseas sojourn in 
volunteer on the staff of a teach· the summer of 1970 they will 
er training center overseas, he have the opportunity to obtain 
will be able to earn up to twelve their Master's degrees and perm-
hours of graduate credit and to anent teaching licenses in two 
obtain his Master's degree and semesters. In addition to teaching 
permanent certification in two while overseas, they will have 
semesters after returning to this to engage in field work seminars 
campus. to prepare descriptive and analy-
Candidates selected for this tical reports under the super-
summer's twelve-week session vision of a visiting team of pro-
will earn fifteen semester hours fessors from the College. This 
credit and, since they will have i work will carry appropriate grad-
dual status as Brockport students uate credit. 
FREE 
SUMMER STORAGE 
--------AN~--------
MOTHPROOFING 
Wheli The Garment~ lrr@ 
(leaned By [Uj~ 
o INSURED AGAINST IFIRIE, THEIFT AND MOTHS 
o DTEMOZED RECEBIPTS GIVEN 
o !PAT'S TAILOR SHOP-BASIEMIENT Of DORM 12 
o DELIVERY MADIE ON THIE FALL 
AT YOUR CONVIENIIENCIE 
Pe1t1rillo.se CUea1J1te1r.s ]1J11,Co 
Ithaca Lau111tdtries 
102 ADAMS STRIEIET 
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SPRING WEEKEND 
b,- Erle Shopnrd, Blll Yorkos, Btovo Dwork 1111d Gordon Emenim 
"One Mo Time ? ? ?'' 
> 
The colorful.and talented Mummers. 
'Iba Sound of Soul 
Frosh Attendants 
The Debonoir Dillinghams 
Pi·Theta Phi's Caterpillar Mr: Wonderful 
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A SUCCESS 
· Captain Hooks Downfoll S.A.l.'s Soldiers 
Award-winning Mickey Mouse 
T.V. Coverage Complete A Smiling Secretary 
The Most Magnificent Man 
Tootin' Mickey _Mousers' Flowers 
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The Man 
Sammy Davis Jro 
The following is an interview with Sammy Davis Jr. For 
those who were here last Saturday night no explanation is 
necessary. For those who weren't here, no explanation is pos-
sible. The interview is by Tom Lubart. 
Ithacan-You were a strong supporter of John Lindsay 
when he ran for mayor of New York. \Vhat did you see in 
Lindsay that made you decide to work for him, what do you 
think of the job he's doing and what role do you think per-
formers should play in politics? 
Sammy-I saw in John a tremendous vitality plus a mar-
velous track record in terms of what he had done before in his 
previously held political office. I saw in his opponents a tremen-
dous sort of back to the old regime sort of thing. They would 
win and we'd be right back to the triple payoffs and favors for 
friends and all of that with nothing progressive being done in 
city government at all. In terms of the job he's done I think he's 
done as good a job as circumstances will allow him to do. In some 
areas I think he's done tremendously well. In others I think he 
walked into some pitfalls which I think is to be expected. At 
this point I can honestly say I'm not ashamed of having backed 
him at all, in fact I'm very proud of it. If he is not run out 
politically at the end of his term as mayor of New York I think 
he will have a great political furure ahead of him. As far as per-
formers in politics, a simple answer. To me you must have quali-
fications to be in politics and qualifications are not all con-
cerned with good looks and popularity and gift of gab. You 
must know something about politics, you must have some sort 
of track record, you must have some sort of knowledge, working 
knowledge, not reading. ( I read a lot of political books and I 
went to U.C.L.A. for a year) doesn't mean anything to me and I 
wouldn't vote for him. I'm speaking directly of our governor 
of California. I think he's a marvelous actor and I think that's 
what he should be now. 
Ithacan-What do you feel is the role of the stage towards 
social realism?. · 
Sammy-It depends whether you mean on Broadway or off 
Broadway. 
Ithacan-On Broadway. For instance, why is Hello Dolly 
succeeding while-
Sammy--Oh you know why. Because it's a lot of that stuff 
that I can't say. It's commercially put together so everybody 
can go out and have a fun eveninr in the theater; I'm not knock-
ing that. I'm saying that if thats the texture of the piece then 
by all means m\ike 1t fun and gaiety and let it be a period piece 
of that kind. Bur when we find ourselves getting into a trend, 
that there is nothing healthy being discussed, nothing healthy 
being produced, then theater will go into a vacuum and that 
will be the end of theater. That's why there is no excitement in 
the American theater as compared to the European theater. For 
instance, you've got Paul Schofield and the man who did Marat 
de Sade, I can't think of his name now, they're doing a marvelous 
play over there about two homosexuals. It's a big hit show in 
London. Comes here, it's going to bomb. Here are two major 
stars doing this play, it's a very sensitive play. The Killing of 
Sister George, for instance, which by some hook or crook suc-
ceeded. But over there Olivier is on the stage, O'Toole is on the 
stage, Albert Finny is on the stage. Everyone of the leading 
actors that they have somewhere along the line stops the five-
hundred thousand or million dollars a picture jazz and says ! 
belong to the theater and I'm going to go to the theater and 
commit myself for 6 months or 8 months and do a play. By com-
parison you keep saying where is Brando, why doesn't he come 
back because he could really say something tremendously im-
portant and people would come to the theater because he's a 
tremendous drawing card, but he won't do it. I don't know why. 
In terms of musicals, I feel Golden Boy had something to say 
and said it as well as it could be said because it had never 
been said up to that point in the way we tried to say it. The 
people bought it. Whether they liked it or not I don't know. 
Ithacan-What do you think about some of the violent 
Negro demonstrations, Watts for instance. 
Sammy-My opinion about Watts was that it was a revo-
lution of a kind, it wasn't a demonstration. It was a series of 
spontaneous combustions that went pshew and that was the end 
of it. In terms of the causes that made Watts possible, something 
has to be done. Nothing is being done. Nothing has been done 
since the riots so they didn't achieve anything, the people in 
\Vatts didn't achieve anything by it by and large. I don't think 
violence is the answer. By the same token I have to say to my-
self well how long are we going to sit and wait for this glorious 
moment? 
Ithacan-Is there a new breed of Civil Rights leader em-
erging? 
Samm,y-I don't know. Stokely Carmichael, whom I know 
very well; as I know most of the other leaders has some marvel-
ous things to say. I wish he'd say them differently. I wish his 
phraseology was a little different. The man I think would 
have been a great leader because he was coming around, he had 
seen the whole spectrum and he had seen that separatism was 
not the answer. Separation was not the answer but to be proud 
that you're black, there's no crime in that. In the original concept 
of black power, there is no crime in that. To give the black 
people unity. The kind of saying, "Hey man everybody else has 
it." Italians are proud ~f bei!1g Italians, Jews are proud of being 
Jews, Negroes always hved m a'--well the stuff that kept them 
down. It's only been the last ten years we've said, Yeah we're 
black, we can say it. Again we sit here· sophisticatedly and say 
I ~hi!1-k. it'~ rough, gee we're not gaining any points. I went to 
M1ss1ss1pp1 and you talk to those cats whose brothers have been 
killed and they're getting kicked in the behind every two min-
utes and_ you can realize whew, that's sort of rough and then 
you go right to New York and see a cat who has an education 
and can't get a job, all the obvious things. They still exist; 
that's the strange thing about it. Everybody's thinking what's 
·,there to complau~.about, schools are open and this is going on. 
Everybody hves m a sort of fantasy world. None of it -is really 
going on m:in, it really -isn't. Ifs really ROITEN to the core 
and something has to be done aoout it and nobody is doing any-
thing about it. It's not being done fast enough. · 
ltlz,acan,-Dr. King has moved out of -civil rights 
~~~~- ,, 
Sammy-I think he was -wrong. I think civil rights needs. 
all the attention it can get, it certamly needs all- of Dr. Kin~'s' 
Weekend 
Successful! 
attention in terms of his full commitment to it. I can sympathize I The 1967 Spring Weekend has 
with its sort of comparison and the reasoning- in certain areas.' announced the following facts on 
I don't think we achieve anything if black men don't want to one of the most successful week-
fight in Viet Nam. This is our country, if ,you don't like it get ends in Ithaca College history. 
out of it. Complain about it, gripe about it but it-is your country. Concert attendance-3525 
You can gripe up to a point but when they say it's time to de- Complete weekend ticketholders 
fend it you put on a uniform and go. I went, I didn't want to go 1047 
either, but you go because it is America. How can I come to your Weekend C-ourt: 
house and ask· you to loan me your car when I don't want to King-Bob Eddy 
come inside your door to ask you? I'm going to call you out. Queen-Connie Grey 
Come here man, come out here, gimme your keys. Keys to what? Prince--Rick DeFuria 
I want to borrow your car. It doesn't make any sense. That's :- - ·Princess-Kathy Clune 
what the Negro would be doing. And what happens to all the ti Soph Attendants-
Negroes that are in Viet Nam now dying? How about them soul ,,. Terry Habecker 
brothers who are over there bleeding and for the first time in ·;l Gail McCarthy 
military history the Negro has had a chance on almost equal M Freshman Attendants--
footing to prove it daily. So for me, man, when I hear a cat t' Mark Rowley 
say "I'm not going in," he's entitled to his own thinking as Wendy White 
I am to mine but my own thinking is it's America, I will picket, ..,. The Weekend was a financial sue-
I will march, I will donate my time, my money, and if necessary, ,J.§1 cess, and prove~ according to 
thought it sounds a little corny, I don't think it would be too J.,:.J Peter Burrell, "if you provide 
much of a thing if the cat said well this would make it a little Sammy Davis I top grade entertainment people 
better, I'd go, very easily! but if they say we need you because will pay the price .... this will 
you represent America, you gotta go, you really gotta go or else --------------1 make it easier and more likely 
get out or the country and 1ive someplace else. The Name of May that we wm be able to continue 
Ithacan - Could Adam Clayton Powell be THE Negro presenting s~~ top flight groups, 
leader? (UPI) - The month of May is and personabties in the future." 
Sammy-If Adam cared enough, yeah. He could do it, he the blooming of flowers, the 
could swing it if he really cared enough but he's in Bimini man. deeper greening of the grai::s, the FLEMINGTON, New Jersey 
Coolin' it, having press conferences every two days which I leafing of trees, the promise of (UPD - A civil rights leader has 
think is a gas. Anybody who has that much guts to really be summer. A word for May-mag- predicted a summer of racial 
th_at enormously phony a_nd everything else. I say swing. Go nificient. violence for Rochester because of 
ahead baby b~cause you potta lo_ok at him and you gotta go yeah the hiring practices of the East. 
he played the game, you re playing the game. The other cats arc There are several versions as man Kodak company. 
playing, you play it too. If he really cared because he's got great to ~ow May was 1:1amed. Some In Flemington, New Jersey, the 
attraction. He has a marvelous way of ~rabbing people emotion- say it W~· from Maia ~ the Ro- Reverend Franklin Florence says 
ally, he can talk and he kn9ws what he s talking about when he man goddess of . sprmg an_d I that Kodak has refused an agree. 
wants to get on the level of doing it. -You haven't lived until growth. Others claim May IS ment to train 600 un-employed 
you've heard him do a sermon in church, it's not to -he be- short for "Majores" - A Latin Negroes. 
lieved, it really isn't. word meaning older men. The Florence made the statement 
Ithacan-What is your view on marijuana? theory is May is sacred to older at Kodak's stockholders meeting. 
Sammy-I'd say they should legalize it; that's my personal men - just as June was consid·. He is pastor at Rochester's 
opinion. I'd much rather see somebody smoke pot than become ered sacred to the "Juniores" or 1· Church of Christ. 
an alcoholic. I really mean that. Being a guy, when I was young younger men. Florence and his followers 
I smoked it and I must say that I never went on to anything The month of May had a diffi- wallt~d out of the stockholders 
else. I'm sorry to say that for all of those people who think cult time establishing itself· meeting when _board chairman 
gee whiz bo you smoke those crazy cigarettes and you're going through the years. It hi!!, chang-,, William Vaughn replied in -these 
to stick a needle in your arm and that's it cause you gotta get ed place on the .&alendar three words · · · "No sir, we cannot" 
your kicks. For kicks I see 42nd St. movies. I think we all in times - being second, third and when Florence asked him if East. 
this room will live to see the day it is legalized. That's my opin- now, fifth among the months. 1 man would honor tbe training 
. I h" k . , . h th . In 1 d 'M . th j agreement. 10n. t m · 1t s·gomg to reac at pomt. egen , ay 1s a mon con-
Ithacan-What would you like to see on T.V.? sidered- unlucky - especially for '1 · 
Sammy-ME! No really I'll tell you what I'd like to. see weddings. In the United 5tates, (UPI) - And the Federal Gov-
on T.V. I'd like to see television in terms -of educational pro- May means Mo!her's Day, Me- ernment has proposed measures 
grams. Stop talking from 8 a.m'. Sunday to 4 in the afternoon morial Day, tbe montb of the '. designed to help the dairy fann. 
and that's the educational hour. Evedybody's going to do the Ml!Yl>ole, and the Kentucky Der-1 ·- receive more money for bis 
educational programs on Sunday. Saturday is cartoon kiddie by. products. 
time, woopie. There should. be a better way man. There should 
be a better way to space it out. I know that as a father I would 
like my kids to see educational ·things. Saturday is their day be-
cause in my house "they watch T.V. an hour a day and that's 
all they watch. Get them out from in front of that idiot tube, 
get them out of there. Turn it off and mucho punishment if I 
catch the television on, really. Whips and things like that and 
beatings on the head. I don't want them to be that dependent, 
just watching nothing. It would be kind of fun if you could say 
hey an hour for yourself, whatever you want to watch in terms 
of cartoons -but here's something we'd like you to watch and 
you see something. But it comes on 9 a.m. on a Sunday morning. 
(Continued on pa,ge 1!J) 
1Fontana1s Shoe Sales & Repair 
Sho-e Repair and Pick-up Se"ice 
on ground floor of Dorm 12. 
A Complete Line of Men's Dress and Casual 
Shoes and Boots by Verde Sh-oe Company 
Give your toes a breath- of air-
We have sandals in a variety of styles. 
! ~ -
410 Eddy Stre_et 
/ 
-.: ~oUegetown 
... - :· 
' 
Ask WTKO Sportscaster-Mike Robinson! 
He'll tell you: _ 
"SMILE SAY CHE-E-E-E-E-E-E-:SEBURGER!11 
Better still, e'nioy a delicious McDonald's 'cheeseburge,r 
todayl ·, - -· : - - - ' - . -· : . 
McDONALD'S~ -THE CLOSEST--1:HlNG TO 
HOME -
AT THE SIGN OF THE GOLDEN ARCHES 
364 El.MIRA ROAD 
(Open daily till 12 midnight, weekends till 2a.m.) 
LETTERS 
(Continued from page 5) 
privileges as was amply .r.anifest.-1 of spending my third year in the 
ed in the room alloc«tlon · for. older dorms, I have awoken to 
next semester. ' the. fact that social distinction 
one or at the most two years. The Terrace dorms 'l'r next takes priority over academic dis-
During that. time the Defense De- ye::i"r will be apportioneC' as fol- tinction. 
partment should embark on a lows: Seniors _ one d-:rrn and Because of this trend in policy, 
program designed to make the three floors; Sororities __ three it seems possible that I might 
draft incre1;15ingly unnecessary. dorms and six floors. Ser.1or, Jun:. face the dilemma of spending 
' A special joint committee of · ior, and Sophomore sorority even my senior year in my pres-
, Congress ~,indep~ndent of the members are given pref~rence to ent situation. 
Defense Department and the Junior gii:Is with honor privi- My only plea now is for a re-
Selective Service System-should · leges, to say nothing of !he Sen- verse in this trend so that, at 
be set up to make .r_ecommenda-
1
- ior honor girls, in the choice of least, Junior women who prefer 
tions for a phasing out of the , rooms. In fact, no Juni..,r honor the academic pursuits to the so-
draft, and to maintain a contin- girls are permitted un1ess they cial "fun and frolic" be given 
ual review of the Defense De- are sorority members. tJ live in equal opportunity to live in the 
partment's progress toward that the complex. Terrace dorms. 
goal. ~d military pay ~nd fringe! W_flim~y excuse give'\ by !he Name Withheld 
benefits should be raised sub- adimmstrahon for not -illowmg By Request 
stantially> startfng now. I Junior women with supt>rior aca-
It is time we made the firm' demic standing to live in the Ter- Riding Club 
decision to put an end to in- race dorms is that we are sup- Receives Thanks 
equity, put an end to uncer- posed to stay in the oldt>r dorms 
tainty, put an end to inefficiency, so that we can "mix" v1ith the Thank-you, My Dearest Friends, 
and regain for our young people underclassmen. What caliber students do we 
the liberties the draft has taken · My question is why arr Junior have on this campus? Students 
from them. . honor women the ones desig- that you can "stand on your 
U.S. Senator i nated to be "the mixers" and not head for and they never say 
Mark 0. Hatfield ! the Junior and Sophoir..ore sor- thank-you?" No! 
(Rep.-Oregon) :, ority members? I strained by back and abso-
; 1 came to this college because lute bed rest was ordered by my I I was under the impression that physician. With our large family STUDENT HOUSING I sororities did not dominate the a home can become a disaster Editor: campus privileges. I labored un- area when mother is in bed. Ithaca College has ag1;n dem- der this misconception for three Now, there is a club on campus 
onstrated where the preferencn1> ': semesters, be<:oming a member and I am proud to say they are 
and priorities of the campus of an academic fraternity and m_y _ group--the members of the 
ideology lie. I qualifying for Dean's Li.st and R1dmg Club. ~ey d~n't h~ve 
The social aspect rosP from its honor dorm privileges in my jun- enough work with s~d1es, domg 
secondary position to becl'me the ior year: I p.:iper work and maJor construe-
Imperial Wizard of rights and Now, faced with the prospect 
I 
tion putting on our Horse Shoy. 
I ' 
Spend 
this summer 
with the gange 
(May 7), but they have the time 
and the thoughtfulness to spend 
several hours of a Saturday af. 
ternoon doing my housework. 
I would have enjoyed a get well 
card, but this is an act of thought-
fulness that I cannot express in 
words of appreciation. Yes, these 
are our students at Ithaca Col-
lege. 
Thank you, 
Mrs. Wm. Ware 
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (CPS) -
A professor of classical languages 
at Concordia Lutheran College in 
Michigan has been fired on 
charges of insubordination and 
unethical conduct. 
Rev. Eugene Nissen, who was 
popular among students at the 
college, last week defied an ad-
ministration order not to partici-
pate in a student dance held off 
campus. The school's Board of 
Control demanded his resignation 
immediately after the incident. 
The administration, which re-
fused comment on the firing, has 
had strained relations with the 
professor throughout the year. 
Nissen has been outspoken on 
ce,ntroversial issues and has tried 
to arrange a dance on campus. 
Dancing is forbidden at the col-
lege, and several students have 
previously been suspended for 
breaking this rule. 
Nissen is a leading opponent of 
nvolutionary interpretations of 
the Bible. 
... ::.:--
We'll have over 140 flights a week to Europe .. Take off for L<;>ndons, 
Paris Rome Frankfurt, Milan, Shannon, Zurich, Geneva, Lisbon, 
Madrid Athens. Go across Africa and Asia-all the way to 
Hong Ko~g. And we have plenty of low-cost fun, sightseeing or 
study tours, or you can go it on your own •. 
Just call your travel agent or the 
nearest TWA office. Weioome 
mtheworldof 
Trans WorldAirline§0 
OSenlco Dlark owned cxclu5lvcl.Y by 1nm World Airth=. Iiu:. 
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PressMres CaMse l?irobiems 
Thanks "'iro .A~U 
Who !Brough~ 
Mummeli'S l'c a«: 
CARLISLE, Pa. (I.P.) - The 
academic and social pressures of 
college life can lead to emotional 
problems requiring professional 
help, according to Prof. Stephen 
B. Coslett, Director of Counsel-
ing at Dickinson College. The Spring Weekend Commit Dr. Coslett, an associate pro-
tee decided at the last minute to fessor of psychology, states that 
ask the Mummers Band of Phila-
delphia to play in the float in a year's time, six to eight per 
cent of the student body come parade. The only problem was 
to him with emotional problems. 
how to get the money to pay Sophomores predominate. The 
them. Mr. Ben Light, Exec. Asst. College Health Service see more 
to the President for Operations sophomores, and more sopho-
and Secretary of the College, mores drop out of school. 
was asked to help out. He came "Psychodynamically, a lot goes 
through by making phone calls on in the sophomore year," Dr. 
Coslett said. "They're choosing 
to the various merchants that their academic major which will 
the College does business with. have long-range effects on their 
In 25 minutes he had sufficient career opportunities. They're 
contributions to pay for the Mum- working out a philosophy of life 
at this level. When the freshman 
mers, who were a very pleasant 
comes to college, he sees things 
addition to the parade. as black or white; but after a 
The contributors were Alcor, year in college, his thinking must 
Inc., Carl J. Yengo Distributing shift - nothing is that definite 
Co. Inc., Cerracche Television Co., anymore. His hetrosexual pattern 
changes, and dating becomes 
Empire Foods, Inc., Ithaca Office more important as he begins to 
Equipment, Leonard Vacuum think in terms of a life-long 
Cleaner Co., Lutton's Office companion." 
Equipment Co., Pepsi-Cola, Reilly But the most crucial factor, Dr. 
V d. M h' Shulman's. Coslett believes, is -the "psycho-en mg ac mes, logical dependence-independen-
Smith Beverage, Inc., Southern cy." In early adolescence, the 
Linen Supply, Streeter Associ- student has learned his parents 
ates, Syracuse Vending Co., Wal-
lace Steel Co., and William F. 
Fuerst. 
Just Across From The 
Grand Union 
THE VILLA 
SPECIALIZING IN 
ITALIAN FOOD 
Spaghetti, Ravioli, Lasagna 
FEATURING 
Gnocchi 
Braciola 
120 Third Streot 
aren't omnipotent. In college he 
sees more clearly the imperfec-
tions of the church and of gov-
ernment. 'In the student's eyes 
the parents have tumbled, the 
church tumbles, government tum-
bles, and he asks, "Who is the 
source of knowledge and power?" 
"Maturity," Dr. Coslett con-
cluded, "is incorporating this 
knowledge and power within 
oneself." A freshman has both 
the college and his parents focus-
ing on his dependency needs, but 
as a sophomore he is expected to 
stand on his own. 
Science Dome 
The dome of the greenhouse on 
the Science Building has to be 
whitewashed twice a year. This 
is to control the atmosphere in-
side of the greenhouse. During 
hot weather the sun rays are 
reduced. The sun rays and pre-
cipitation wash off the paint so 
that it has to be recoated. Dur-
ing the winter the dome is left 
unpainted so that sufficient light 
and heat may enter the green-
house. 
AT 
WEBSTER'S 11..AUNDIRY 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
AR 2-3460 
COIN-OP & SERVICE 
LAUNDRY & CLEANING 
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY SERVICE 
124 CODDINGTON RD. 
WD1r'IHUN WALC<llNG DllS1TANCIE 
SANDWICHIES COMPLIETE DINNERS PIZZA 
IFRIEIE DIELDVIERY with $5.00 minimaam 
HOURS OPEN 
MON. SAT 11 A.M. to 12 Midnight 
SUNDAY 12 Noon to 12 Midnight 
CaBI 272-11379 
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INTERVIEW (Continued from page 10) 
That's kind of rotten. I think they should stretch it out a bit 
more. I think the best think about television is its news media 
as a news media. The gu:ys who are over in Vjet Nam or cover-
ing any of the hot spots m the world, gee whiz they do ~ gre~t 
job. They're really unsung heroes because those cats are nght m 
there where it's all happening. 
--Odd;BodkinS--
lthaca11r-What do you think of the recent A.F.T.R.A. strike 
and the positions taken by Huntley and Carson? 
Sammy-Johnny Carson, well that's something el~e, he_ 'Yas 
going to walk anyway. Chet I must say, I respected his pos1~10n 
because it was a hard choice to make. To suddenly go against 
all your friends and everything else, and this was an opinii:in he 
had held for a long time so it didn't come as a total surp~1se to 
the people within the industry who knew him. He kept saymg we 
should have our own union, we have nothing to do with 
A.F.T.R.A. I respect him for the position, I do. It's a hard thing 
to walk a lonely road, it's not a comfortable thing. 
It:hacan-How you feel about Mohammad Ali and do you 
feel he is justified in claiming an exemption from the draft on 
the grounds that he's a Muslim minister? 
Sammy-Well I know he's very sincere about his religion; that 
I know. On a religious basis, if that's his belief then I think he's 
entitled to it. Again he · must have something in terms of sin-
cerity going for him because he could have gone into the army 
very quietly and been in special services, fought, and done any-
thing he wanted to do like so many cats we know did .. He re-
fused to do that. He- took a terrible controversial stand. He 
must believe it. 
Ithacan-How do you feel about the pop music scene where 
a group can be made on one record? 
Sammy-I think the longevity of those groups are about as 
long as the record plays. You got 5 or 6 groups that are really-
in tbe last couple of years. I'm talking about the English group 
because that came in a cycle, some of them survived and some 
of the-what's the cat now-he's almost out of the business, 
not out of the business really-but you don't hear him any more 
-the guy who did the Freddie? Freddy and the Dreamers. They 
haven't had a hit record in a year, nobody wants them. That's 
a horrible sort of thing because they are a marvelous group. 
The Mamma's and the Pappa's I love. I think they're groovy 
and they're contributing something to music. That's interesting. 
I think that Herb Alpert is probably one of the great phony 
sounds of all times. To me it's not original enough. I think it's a 
vogue we're going through. I'm not knocking the man and his 
talent, I'm knocking the_ sou~ds. Wh3,t's the guy's r.iame?' I 
did a couple of shows with him. They re American kids. One 
boy has long hair, 2 are Jewish and live in Brooklyn. The Lovin' 
Spoonful. They're great. They really have a good time. 
lthacan-=-Thank you Sammy. · 
'fiflRCS A ior Or 1.M.t< 
Aoour ~OIJJ5f?JNC:t 1HG 
VOii~ ~~ 1'0 1,1,,, 
Pass-Fail Grading System 
Established At Colgate 
Hamilton, N.Y. (I.P.) - Some : from the Colgate student without 
105 upperclassmen have taken the sanction of a five-point grad-
advantage of the pass-fail grading ing system. The kind of innova-
system established at Colgate tion that this represented-ex 
for the spring semester of the perimental and flexible--is ca)!ed 
current academic year. The pass- for also in the ~rea of grading 
fail option permits juniors and the entire curriculum," the 
seniors to take one ·elective recommendation read. 
course each semester without The pass-fail option, in prac-
chancing a poor grade -in an un- tice, rests with tl_!e student who 
familiar area of study. is expected to indicate his choice 
The grade recommendation was at the time of registration for the 
made by the Student Senate course. 
educational policy committee in The new policy, subject to re-
the belief that students should be view by the faculty after a two-
encouraged to pursue the broad- year trial period, has the follow-
est possible course of study, out- ing conditions in addition . to 
side their fields of concentration 
and-University requirements. those already stated: core cur-
The Senate committee justified riculum and courses toward the 
its proposal by stating that the fulfillment of the concentration 
four-course per semester load requirement shall be exempted 
instituted three years ago had fro~ the pass-fail option; in the 
eliminated eight possible elec- event of limited enrollment pos-
tives from the normal four-year sibilities, a student's desire to 
college program, thereby invest- take a course on the pass-fail 
ing each course with adi!_ed basis shall not be a criterion in 
(UPI) - A mob of about five-1 (UPD - U.S. officials were weight in the computation of determining his eligibility for the 
thousand teen-agers staged a somewhat surprised when the grade point averages. course. Also, there. is no neces-
noisy demonstration outside a .
1 
Soviet Union turned down an of- . th ·t sary parallel intended between 
Moscow cathedral last night and fer to receive two American "In our opimon," e commi -
tried to disrupt Russian Easter astronauts at the funeral of a tee stated, "the existing five- pass-fail and the current five~ 
services. l Russian cosmonaut. grade (A,B,C,D,F,) system of point numerical system. "Pass" 
Hundreds of policemen, some Vladimir Komarov, the first evaluation particularly as it op- shall constitute satisfactory com-
on horseback, broke up the dis- spaceman killed during a space ' h f 1 d pletion of a semester's work in 
turbance. Some of the youths had shot, is to be buried. U.S. space' erates under t e our-course oa • 
guitars or beards, some were officials asked the Kremlin if tends to discourage the breadth the opinion of the ~ctor. 
drunk. The teen-age atheists astronauts Gordon Cooper and of endeavor sought. And, of course taken under 
gather outside the cathedral each Frank Borman would be welcome "In addition., the penalty f.or pass-fail and passed shall_ be en-
year to mock and spit at priests at the funeral. The Soviets re- course work in -an unfamiliar tered in the student's permanent 
and worshippers. Last year, Mos- plied that the funeral will be ,m field, in which the likelihood of transcript as "Pass" but shall in 
cow police just looked-on. internal affair. 
earning a •good' grade is small, no other way enter into the com-
,... ______ _;_ ____________________ , 1 has been increased as each in- putation of grade point. The same 
Robert S. Boothroyd 
Agency Bnc. 
Sound lni:uranco for Evory Need • Carofully Written 
Com1Clentiously Sorvicod 
!Phone 272-8100 
312 IE. Seneca Sil'. Ithaca, N.Y. 
!FREE RIDE 
1"0 FINE DINNER 
SUNNYSIDE'$ SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tue:sday through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Groups of 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for free round-trip pickup Nrvlce. 
Student Dinner Special $1.25 
SUNNYSIDE 
RESTAURANT 
Elmlra Road and Meadow St. 
whera the GOOD food la 
dividual course weighs more situation shall obtain with re-
heavily in computati~n of grade spect to a course failed. Failure 
point." should be recorded. 
The sfudent committee pointed The new policy is expected to 
out that the three-year old· Janu- · enhance the student's elective 
1 ary Special Studies Period, which opportunities. The stimulating 
allows all students to pursue in- and broadening work found in 
dependent study projects on a elective courses provide the stu-
satisfactory.unsatisfactory basis, dent wtih a truly "liberal" educa-
has "demonstrated that work of tion, according to the student 
high quality can be expected committee. 
TRY US 
FI RIST 
Over 10,000 Items In Stock 
Scott Sherwood 
Sony Viking 
Grundig Panasonic 
Harmon Kardon Audio Dynamics 
Roberts Dual 
AR Motorola 
Garrard Masterwork 
I.AFAYfflE RADIO ELECTRONICS · 
1201 Dryden Rd. 
'Jct. Rte. 13 & 366, Ithaca - Phone 273-8777 
"YOUR B.ECTRONIC SUPERMARKE:r'' 
Open Mon., Thun. & ~._Untll 8:30 
WHl\1~? - r ·wAAT woui,o AAPPttJ 
AW ONe1HIJi 1o'f~IS cou~~ JF1H& 
:S: UM1'51'ANP IS tt ti 'l£M Oz,p ~f£1MI 
6M~l~!t A ~OHHUAJfRfJ= 
• ~-~ 
Professor Whitney Consultant 
In New· PKU Study 
Phenylketonuria (PKU) is a dis-
ease caused by an inborn error of 
metabolism. If PKU is not de-
tected in a newborn infant, the 
child developes an incurable men-
tal retardation. This detection 9f 
PKU has been a major break-
through in the field of ·medicine 
and of mental retardation. An 
even greater advancement has 
been the method for prevention 
of PKU from causing retardation 
if detected in early infancy. 
About 1961-62 the initial study 
of PKU, sponsored by the U.S. 
Children's . Bureau, was carried 
out .by Dr .. Robert Guthrie and 
.Mr. Stewart Whitney of the 
Children's Hospital at Buffalo 
Medical School. Mr. Whitney is 
now Assistant Professor of Soci-
ology here at Ithaca College. Dr. 
Guthrie developed a method for 
screening newborn infants prior 
to their discliarge from the hos-
pital. This method, the inhibition 
assay method, consists of a sim-
ple blood test administered to 
infants in -the hospital nursery 
prior to discharge. After detec-
tion of PKU and subsequent con-
firmation, babies were placed on 
a low-phenylalanine diet. 
Although the incidents of PKU 
is about 1 in 10,000 births, its 
occurrence is substantial when 
one considers the potential irre-
parable brain damage to the in-
fants if undetected and untreated. 
Therefore, detection and preven-
tion of PKU would not only lead 
to elimination of mental retarda-
tion caused by this condition, 
but also clues to elimination of 
mental retardation caused by 
other inborn errors of metabo-
lism. 
Because of the success of the 
trial program and follow-up pro-
grams it was suggested that 
screening of all newborn infants 
be conducted as a mandatory 
check-up before the mothers and 
children were discharged from 
the hospitals. A nn.mber of states 
have passed legislation regarding 
compulsory testing. In Massachus-
etts, in particular, where an in-
tense follow-up of this study was 
carried out, all hospitals in the 
state began the screening and 
treatment of PKU babies. Drs. M. 
Grace Hussey and Robert Mac-
Cready, of the Massachusetts 
State Department of Health were 
enthusiastically in favor of the 
PKU program. 
A few began to criticize 
Dr. Guthrie's program, and ques-
tions were raised. Was the special 
low-phenylalinine diet really re-
sponsible for the prevention of 
mental retardation? Or was it just 
the special care of PKU babies? 
Or such legislative questions as: 
Should a law dictate specific 
choice? or Should hospitals have 
compusory laws for PKU tests? 
Dr. Samuel Bessman and Dr. 
Joseph Cooper, a pediatrician and 
political scientist respectively, be-
gan an attack against the pro· . 
gram. 
Now Dr. Guthrie and his coJ. 
lea·ges.are making a reply to these 
criticisms. He is starting a new 
program which will confirm all 
results found during the previous 
tests. Professor Whitney will be 
the consultant to the new study. 
The study will· further determine 
the value of the diet, 1) compar-
ing progress of a PKU on the spe· 
cial diet with normal non-PKU 
siblings, and 2) compare the de-
tected and treated PKU's prog-
ress with an undetected PKU 
sibling who developed retarda-
tion. All literature· and other 
data of the PKU children detect-
ed and treated in Massachusetts 
is included in the intensive study. 
The objective of the new plans 
will show the great progress that 
has been made in combating men-
tal retardation in children . and 
that through this program chil-
dren of the future can be pro-
tected from such a disease. It will 
emphasize that a law such as this, 
requiring testing of babies for 
PKU, will be a foreward step in 
promoting the good he'<llth of our 
future generations. 
Chaplain's Corner 
by. the Ithaca College Chaplains 
1his Week: Father Graf 
T.wo weeks from today .exams will be coming to an cnd-
graduation-and vacation. During the year, w~ ~ave grown up ~ 
little more. We have become a bit more sens1t1ve to the needs 
of our roommate, our classmates, teachers and friends. Maybe 
some of us have grown more sensitive to the needs 2f the 
"outside" world. · · ·· 
Summer vacation is as important to our education. as 1:he 
school year. It gives us an opportunity to_ put to practical use 
the theories of rihe past semester. We can. share our knowledge 
with younger brothers and sisters without boring them. In our 
small community, we have acquired some social graces. Maybe 
the summer offers us the opportunity to put some of these 
"graces". to work. . . . . ' 
While we are hvmg m our ivory rower from September to 
May, we complain about the evils of ~ar, poverty? etc. The 
summer gives us a"" chance to do somethmg constructive to end 
these great evils. Althoug~ we complain. a~out •war be~een 
nations, have you ever noticed h~w hard 1t 1s _for us, at tu~es, 
to' get along with our ·own fam!IY on vacatJo~ .. They thmk 
differently._ If they "do, so do nat10ns ~~ound the world. _I~ ~e 
don't take time to understand our fam1hes, why do we cnt1c1ze 
nations for not trying to understand each other. If we can't 
love- our parents a!1d f~mily e_nough, to _gi_ve_ t_h~~ -_som~ of our 
time during vacat10t1, why do we cry tliat nat!ons will never 
be at peace until they sit dow.n~talk-shace ,ideas and per-
sonnel. · . 
Maybe vacation is not so much a time to rest as a time to 
work! If we plan to make the world a better place, we will have 
to take the time to make ourselves better people. Why not work 
at it full time during the next there months? 
Rev. William Graf, Catholic Chaplain 
by Susan Langakor 
It is not without some sadness that I write this, for it is 
the last column for this year. It has been an interesting word-
year, and I really received more poems than I ever expected to 
get out of all your closets. I would hope that next year will be 
as profitable for you as I hope it will be for me in poetry. And 
I would hope that all you who are now. writing poems, should 
never ·stop, even if it is only to jot down thoughts which are 
painful or beautiful. 
This week I am son of compiling all the poems I have saved 
or overlooked momentarily in the course of the year and also a 
few of my very favorite ones by ·well-known poets. Well I wish 
joyful words to all of you ... and want to thank you .for your 
concern. I especially want to thank a certain teacher who has 
reinforced my interest in honest and forceful words. And I too, 
am hopeful. ... 
• 
HOPE 
I. 
To trace or claim the essence of a thing, 
Can it be done? We keep on looking 
Even when we feel impossibility, 
Our hopes have life beyond futility. 
II. 
Yet I know of ones who have no hope, no 
Future harbors heaven, no skies show 
A waiting goodness. And I cannot dismiss 
my hopes for those who know not what they miss . 
The Leaden Echo and, The Golden Echo 
by Gerard Manie Hopkins 
The Leaden Echo 
-S.L. 
How to keep-is t~ere any, is there none such, no--
where known some, bow or brooch or braid or brace, 
lace, latch or catch or key to keep 
Back beauty, keep it, beauty, beauty, beauty, ... from 
vanishing away? 
0 is there no frowning of these wrinkles, ranked wrinkles 
deep, 
Down? no waving off of these most mournful messengers, 
still messengers, sad and stealing messengers of grey? 
No there's none, there's none, 0 no there's none, 
Nor can you long be, what you are now, called fair, 
Do what you may do, what, do what you may, 
And wisdom is earl to despair: 
Be beginning; since, no, nothing can be done 
To keep at liay-
~e and age's evils, hoar hair, 
Ruck and wrinkl, droping, dying, dath's wrst, wind-
ing sheets, tombs and worms and tumbling to decay; 
So be beginning, be beginning to despair. 
0 there's none; no no no there's none: 
Be beginning to despair, to.despair, 
Despair, despair, despair, despair. 
The Golden Echo 
Spare! 
There is one, yes I have one (Hush there! ); 
Only not within seeing of the sun, 
Not within the singeing of the strong sun, 
Tall sun's tingeing, or treacherous the tainting of the 
earth's air, . 
Somewhere elsewhere there is ah well where! one, 
One. Yes I can tell such a key, I dn't know such a place, 
Where whatever's prized and passes of us, everyrihing 
that's fresh and fast flying of us, seems to us sweet of 
us and swiftly away with, done away with, undone, 
Undone, done with, soon done with, and yet dearly and 
dangerously sweet 
Of us, the wimpled-water dimpled, not-by-morning-
matched face. 
The flower of beauty, fleece of beauty, too too apt to, 
ah, to fleet, 
Never fleets more, fastened with the tenderest truth 
To its own being and its lovliness of youth: it is 
an everlastingness of, 0 it is an all youth! 
Come then, your ways and airs and looks, locks, maiden 
gear, gallantry and gaiety and grace, 
Winning ways, airs innocent, maiden manners, sweet 
looks, loose locks, long locks, lovelocks, gaygear, going 
gallant, girlgrace-
Resi_gn them, sign them, seal them, send them, motion them 
with breath, · 
And with sighs soaring, soaring sighs deliver 
Them; beauty -in-the-ghost, deliver it, early now, long 
before death 
Give beautty back, beauty beauty, beauty back to God, 
beauty's self and beauty's giver. 
See; not a hair is, not an eyelash, not the least lash Jost; 
every hair 
Is hair of the head, numbered. 
Nay, what we had Ii"ghthanded left in surly the 'mere mould 
Wi)) have waked and have waxed and have walked with the 
wind whatwhile we slept, 
This side, that side hurling a heavy-handed hundredfold 
\Vharwhile we, while we slumbered. 
The Derby 
Cocktail Lounge 
Come with your dates and 
dance to a smooth band 
every Saturday night. · 
. ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmlra Rd • ., 272-9715 
IPIRRO'S 
LOWEST PRICES 
IN TOWN 
FASTEST DBIV&Y 
OF PIZZA & SUBS 
4 p.m. • 2 a.m. 
128 5 Aurora St . 
AR 2•1590 
0 then, weary they why should we tread? 0 why are 
we so haggard at the heart, so care-coiled, care-killed, 
so fagged, so fashed, so cogged, so cumbered, 
When die thing we freely forfeit is kept with fonder a care, 
Fonde_r a care kept than we could have kept it, kept 
Far with fonder a care ( and we, we should ha vc lost it) 
finer, fonder 
A care kept.-Where kept? Do but tell us where kept, 
where.-
Yonder.-What high as that! We follow, now we follow, 
-Yonder, yes yonder yonder, 
Yonder. 
Ffiendskip 
Our nights are spent in talking, our laughs aware of sleep. 
Again I come to know you, again I come to keep 
A contact wtih your love. Why must time soon take us where 
All days are spent in t·alking with those who do not care? 
S.L. 
Childhood fragments by Rainier Maria Rilke 
And a soul 
through which the morning shines as through a leaf. 
• • • • 
The lovely wind goes preening through the wood. 
• • 0 • 
Sharp tower-fracture, ancient underjaw 
dislocated from the mouth of time 
• • 0 0 
When is the time by which these things are lessened? 
I waited: not one stone, though, broke away. 
And to L.A. F. I wish to say what Rainier Maria Rilke says 
in the next two poems. · 
0 0 0 0 
Thus feelings here on earth we're apprehending 
for, oh, what spatial amities? 
And feelingly walk through the day's cool ending 
And feelingly gaze up into the trees. 
0 • 0 0 
Just -once-appearing -street, like a srar's fall, 
a simultaneously through glance and All 
precipating star. Moment of Jove! 
Like stream and landscape destiny lies there, 
with such uptowering cities ... 
where,. though, where 
Must you be captured? 
Mood 
How to describe, 
hut colors are too trite; 
fleeting, vanishing, blending 
into a state of white 
in which there is no light, 
no reflection, no color 
And mood is ever a plaintive call-
nothing but a complex of colors-
black oecause of the blending. 
But, then again, I'm prejudice,d 
-M.G.B. 
It was unique and special when 
I saw her eyes and almost cried. 
-M.G.B. 
SUMMER POSmONS 
MALE 
Swimming (must have in-
structors license) 
Instructor to Teach-
Golf, Baseball and 
Basketball 
Resume, Box No. 127 
AU. AMERICAN 
BOY OF THE WEEIC 
LARRY NEVIL 
P.E. '70 
rocoive1 5 gallono of 
ga1 FREE 
at 
IFll'Clnk'o AmoriCGJll\l 
201 W. ScrWCCI St. 
BY POPULAR DEMAND 
AT 
IFEOCCO'S 
U.AKES DRIVE-IN 
THEATRE 
Rte. 96 Trumansburg Raad 
Just Above Hospital 
-ONLY-
6 Miles from Downtown 
WED. THRU SAT. 
MAY3-4-5-6 
FILMED IN ITHACA 
A Cinematic 
Happening 
It Will 
Knock 
The Pop-
corn Right 
Out of 
Your 
Teeth! 
SEE IT 
AGAINIIII 
''WITHOUT 
GETTING" 
-with-
Cynthia 
Judd 
Marty 
Nadler 
__._PLUS CO-HIT-
~;«<~ 
~\5-;_;:.&,~~ 
-ALSO--
MAGOO 
CARTOONS 
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GREEK HIGHLIGHTS 
(Continued from page 6) 
Pini, recording secretary, and 
Penny Oswald, treasurer. 
Sigma Alpha Eta held its an-
nual banquet Wednesday, May 3, 
at Sunnyside. Key members, as-
sociate members and the new of-
ficers were inducted. 
The fraternity wishes everyone 
a pleasant summer. We hope to 
see everyone in the fall. 
AE Rho 
by Ron Kobosko 
This week was an eventful 
one for A E Rho. At our Thurs-
day meeting, the election of of-
ficers was held with the following 
results: Ernest Sauer was elected 
President, Miles Killoch - Vice 
President, Jennifer Beal-Record-
ing and Alumni Secretary, Jessica 
Savitch - Corresponding Secre-
tary, Fred Eisenthal-Treasurer, 
Jim Coons-Social Chairman, Bob 
Shulman-I.F.C. Representative, 
Ron Kobosko-Public Relations, 
and Bob Hults-Sergeant-at-Arms 
and Chaplain. Congratulations to 
the successful candidates. 
Last Saturday the highlight of 
the year, the Spring Weekend 
parade, took place. Once again, 
A E Rho provided Ithaca with 
magnificent total coverage of the 
event on both television and 
radio. Much preparation and 
effort went into this coverage, 
and congratulations are due to 
the entire crew for the smooth, 
polished production which re-
sulted. Particularly to be com-
mended are members Stephan 
Schiffman, producer, and Noel 
Kendall, director of the annual 
A E Rho production for their 
roles in making this year's 
broadcast a solid success. 
The brothers of AE Rho were 
pleased to learn that we had se-
cured our long sought fraternity 
house on campus. Our house, the 
fulfillment of an important A E 
Rho goal, will be located in 
Dorm 19 B. 
It was decided by the brothers 
at our last reguJar meeting that 
initiation for the four new mem-
bers of A E Rho will be held 
May 4 in the Ithaca Hotel. 
~ 
c;·-
,~---· 
Orientation Plans 
Planning has begun for the 
September 1967 Orientation Pro-
gram. Approximately seventy 
councilors have been chosen to 
help acquaint the new freshmen 
with the traditions of Ithaca 
College when they arrive on Sep-
tember 2nd and 3. 
The committee, headed by 
Chairman Dieter Scherer, is hop-
ing to make this the most friend-
ly and informative week possible 
for the freshmen. 
Among some of the ideas under 
consideration arc the reinstitu-
tion of skit night and "kangaroo 
court," the usual beanies, rallies 
and dances, and several other 
new and interesting ideas. The 
committee is working very closely 
with the Administration in order 
to make the program run as 
smoothly as possible. It is hoped 
that while still taking the re-
quired departmental tests, the 
frosh will be able to take part in 
as many activities as possible 
because of this planning. 
Hawaiian First 
HONOLULU (UPI) - Hawaii 
has become the first state in the 
Union to set up an Ombundsman 
in state government. An Om· 
bundsman is a government 
"watchdog" who investigates cit-
izen complaints against govern-
ment officials or other ~gencies. 
The Ombundsman has proven 
successful in Scandinavia, New 
Zealand and a number of other 
countries. 
NEW YORK CITY cuPn - A 
Vatican official predicted today 
Pope Paul's long-awaited pro-
nouncement on birth control will 
allow Roman Catholic women to 
use contraceptive pills. The Rev-
erend Thomas Stransky, a mem· 
ber of the Vatican Secretariat of 
Christian Unity, said in New 
York City he sees a "growing con-
sensus" among the church hier-
archy to relax the present church 
ban on all but the rhythm meth-
od of birth control. 
•P-:~ 
-=~-·~ 
Banglemania 
Our newest hoopla 
in Napier conversation pieces 
Trianon-interlocked golden hoops 
in three textures, $5. Single 
enameled inlay bangles in assorted 
colors, each $3. 
SHOWN "fa ACTUAL SIZI: 
!FRANK HAMMER'S 
AUfro·1nH01D'il & Gireell"il ..DeweUeli"s 
144 E. State St. 
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Music School ConceD'tt 
fPrrogra.ms listed! 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
School of Music 
Virginia Knowles-Soprano 
Susan Zaher-Piano 
Bel Piaccre from "Aggripina" . G. F. Handel 
Aria from "Enrico Leone" Agnostino Steffani 
Des Reichtums Glanz auf Meiter Erden J. S. Bach 
from the Cantata "lch bin in mir vcrgnugt" 
Beth Kochenour, violin 
Romance 
Chere Nuit 
Nell . 
Vissi d'Arte from "Tosca" 
Claude Debussy 
. . Alfred Bachelet 
Gabriel Faure 
Giacomo Puccini 
INTERMISSION 
Sec How They Love Me Ned Rorem 
The Silver Moon . Ned Ro rem 
Preciosilla . . . Virgil Thomson 
Ein Standchen Euch zu bringen . . Hugo \Volf 
Auch i;;lcine Dingc ... Hugo Wolf 
Er ist s . . . . . . . Hugo Wolf 
Das verlassene Madgelein . . ...... Hugo Wolf 
Widmung . . . . ... ·.· ... ~obert. Schumann 
Junior Professional Recital, presented in partial fulfillment of 
the requirements for the degree, Bachelor of Music. 
FORD HALL AUDITORIUM 
Thursday, May 4, 1%7 
4:00 P.M. 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
School of Music 
Helen Myers-Clarinet 
Assisted by: 
Elaine Merrey-Piano 
David Howard-'Cello 
Concertino 
Grave 
Allegro mo/to 
Adagio 
Giuseppe Tartini 
(arr. Gordon Jacob) 
Allegro risoluto 
Sonata for Clarinet and Violoncello ( 1950) 
lmpetuoso 
. Jerome Rosen 
M alto tranquillo 
Gaio 
Sonata (1952) 
INTERMISSION 
. . .... Alvin Etier 
.. Johannes Brahms Sona ca, Op. 120, No. 1 ........ . 
Allegro appMsionato 
Andante un poco Adagio 
Allegretto graz.ioso 
Vivace 
• 0 0 0 0 
Senior Professional Recital, presented in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the deg-ree, Bachelor of Music 
•••• 9 
FORD HALL AUDITORIUM 
Wednesday, May 5, 1%7 
8:-15 P.M. 
Radio Staff Announced 
Station Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dee Adamcyzk 
AM Program Director . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jim Coons 
FM Program Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charlie Dick 
News Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ed Tobias 
Sports Director . . . . . ............... Don Berman 
Women's Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... Sandy Hall 
Public Relations Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ron Kobosko 
AM Music Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... Al Rosen 
FM Music Director . . . . . . . . . . .......... Jane Field 
Chief Engineer ........ Fred Simonds 
The above named persons will officially assume office on May 
20, 1967, and will serve in those offices for one year from that 
date. 
(Continued from Page 1) 
longer at the College than any 
other person, was named to the 
faculty when he graduated in 
1926. He had been an outstand-
ing student and had won a silver 
medal for his artistry with the 
violin. 
In his 43 years he has been 
director of the College Symphon·y 
- orchestra, head of the violin de-
parbnent, and for the past · 15 
years he has been chairman of 
music theory. 
In 1965 he was selected by fel-
low faculty members to receive 
the Warren Benson Distinguished 
Professor award, and was the 
first recipient. 
In addition to the Bachelor of 
Music degree from Ithaca College 
he has a Master of Music degree 
from the University of Michigan. 
:Mrs. Slocum came to the Con-
servatory as an undergraduate 
in 1925, after teaching music in 
elementary schools in Roslyn 
Heights and Ithaca. Previously, 
she had earned a teaching ceTti-
ficate from Cortland State Col-
lege. 
She was graduated with a di-
ploma in 1927. After eight years 
as supervisor of music in Le-
Roy, 1927-29, and Lyons, 1929-35, 
she returned to Ithaca College 
as supervisor of music education 
and to work for the B.M. degree, 
which she received in 1938. 
She continued to head the 
music department until i965. In 
1958 she received the Master's 
degree from Itha!,:a College. Sh~ 
has also studied at the Eastman 
School and SY!acuse University, 
and had been a visiting professor 
at Cornell Long active in music 
education, she has held a num-
ber of offices in the Music 
Educators National Conference 
and the New York State School 
Music Association as well as oth-
er music and music education 
organizations. 
NEW YORK (UPI) - Desper 
ate parents in New York have 
pleaded for their son to come 
home. They ran this ad in a news-
paper this morning - "Alan K. 
please come home. All is for-
given. You won't have to cut 
your hair." 
(Continued from page 5) 
which stimulates the arms race and builds a stronger probability 
for nuclear conflagration (C. P: Snow's probability account), 
and ( b) the inevitable persuasion of the war ideology which will 
enable social institutions to adapt to the war economy, war 
survival and war protection mechanisms thus precluding a 
search for alternatives to war. 
And who shall remain _to undergo the process of self-alien-
ation in order to understand these problems with imagination? 
Beware of what Mills said: "\Ve are at a curious juncture in the 
history of human insanity; in-the name of realism, men are 9uite 
mad, and precisely what they call utopian is now the condition 
of survival."7 For those who are content to remain in their state 
of euphoria may we recall .. that folklore song of our friends of 
the North: · 
"Just lie quiet-
Go to sleep--
Go to sleep--
Until the spring when the blow-flies fill the air, 
Then you can wake up. 
Go to sleep-
Until the spring.when the terns are back, 
Until the spring when the ice breaks up, 
Then you can wake up." 
Notes from The Registrar 
National Defehse Student Loan applications for fall loans 
must be submitted to the Financial Aid Office prior to May 
15, 1967. 
To be considered for a N.D.S.L. students must have a 1967-
68 Parents Confidential Statement in adddition to the loan 
application. 
If you plan to work on campus; after June 30, 1%7, you 
must have an application for Student Employment and a Par-
ents Confidential Statement on file in the Financial Aid Office. 
This requirement includes students continuing on present posi-
tions. 
Applications for Student Employment are available in the 
Financial Aid Office. A limited number of Parents Confidential 
Statements are also available in the office. 
The processing time for a Parents CQnfidential Statement 
is from 3 to 6 weeks. 
Mieczkowski To 
Attend Seminar 
Assoc. Prof. Bogdan Mieczkow-
ski of the Deparbnent of Eco-
nomics and Business Administra-
tion at Ithaca College has been 
selected -by the University of 
Virginia to participate in a Semi-
nar on Contemporary Economics, 
and by the University of Chicago 
to participate in a seminar on 
Recent Developments in Applied 
Economics. Each seminar will 
last f9ur weeks, and both of them 
will be held during this coming 
summer ... 
Prof. Mieczkowski published 
three short papers and one book 
review during the current aca-
demic year, and delivered a paper 
at a recent conference at Colum-
bia University in New York. 
Prof. Mieczkowski is trying to 
organize an East Asia Program 
at Ithaca College, and is currently 
engaged on a proposed Advanced 
Faculty Seminar on East Asia 
which may be held at Ithaca 
College during the coming aca-
demic year. 
Alumni Reunion · 
Ithaca College alumni will be 
on campus for a reunion during 
the weekend of gra.duation, May 
19-21. They will live in the new 
dormitories and enjoy the facili-
ties of the Tower Faculty Club, 
tennis courts and swimming pool 
Many of the alumni have not yet 
seen the new campus. 
The Alumni Committee has 
planned a wee)l:end of events, 
including a luncheon honoring 
Dick Lyon, and an alumni ban-
Forms for Group 3 .Penn State Scholarships are available in t h · Lilli" Vail In 
h . . Of . A 1· . b d" l que ononng • an . t e Financial Aid f1ce. pp 1cat1ons are to . e sent 1rect y addition, President Dillingham 
to: The Pennsylvania High Education Assistance Agency, and alumni officers will report 
State Scholarships, 219 Towne House, Harrisburg, Penn. 17102., plans for the 75th Anniversary 
of Ithaca College. 
Election of Thomas H. Bennett 
as president and announcement 
that an -Ithaca artist has been 
commissioned to create a piece 
of sculpture for the campus 
marked the annual meeting last 
evening (April 30) of The Friends 
of Ithaca College. 
Mr. Bennett, president of the 
First National Bank of Ithaca, 
succeeds Robert S. Boothroyd . 
Elected vice president was Ed-
ward Arnold, head of Arnold 
Printing Company; and secretary, 
Richard· Comstock, special assist-
ant to the President, Ithaca Col-
lege. 
Howard Dillingham, president 
of the College, announced that 
through a gift from David C. 
Manedville of Elmira, chairman 
of the Ithaca Festival, Jack 
Spuier, associBte professor of 
art at Cornell and a well-known 
sculptor, had been · commissioned 
to create an appropriate piece 
for erection on the plaza atop 
the Lecture Center. 
The Friends were praised by 
Mr. Dillingham for their support 
of the College in the nine years 
since they were organized. He 
said: "If it had not been for 
the support and encouragement 
that we received from The 
Friends of Ithaca ·college this 
campus might never have been 
built. The Friends gave us our 
first substantial gift." 
In his report to the nearly 400 
persons present, .Mr. Boothroyd, 
the retiring president, said that 
there are 366 members as of the 
present. During the past year 
41 new members have joined, he 
said, and the amount of financial 
support-provided by The Friends 
is approximately $50,000 annual-
ly 
Change of address forms for magazines, news-
papers and periodicals -available at Job, Post Of; 
fice and Union Mail Room. 
Grants for Research and 
Foreign Study 
DRAMA -REVIEW 
by Susan Bergholtz 
More than 850 American grad~ 
uate students will have the op-
portunity to do research and 
to study abroad under the Full-
bright-Hays Act when the I.LE:, 
_.,.- the Institute of International Ed· 
"The Boys from Syracuse," this year's Spring Musical, is ueation, officially opens its l968-
based on "The Comedy of Errors" by William Shakespeare. 69 competition May lst. The 
The greatest error, however, was the decision to perform the competition is part of the edu· 
play itself. cational and cultural exchange 
The story opens in ancient Greece and deals with two sets program of the U.S.· Department 
of twins separated in their childhood - the crossing of their of S1ate. The grants also in-
paths, the ensuing confusion, and their inevitable confronta- elude profe~onal training in 
tion. The plot itself is as deep as a finger bowl, and at times one creative and performing arts. To 
feels as if he is watching a mid-afternoon soap opera. A strong spread 3 common understanding 
cast of main characters is all that saves the play from a slow between people of the U.S. and 
death. It is unfortunate, that such an aggregation of talent 54 0ther countries through this 
could not fully shelter the performance from the ravages of exchange is tbe ma.in intent of 
inadequate directing. Much of the humor was vaudevillian, and the program. 
I1_1ore than one scene was reminiscent of a Keystone Cops rou- Only U.S. citizens who have a 
tme. - _ · bachelor's degree or one com.-
Robert Morris and Sal Mistretta, were excellent as the two parable to it and, except for 
twin noblemen. Mr. Morris was thoroul?hly convincing as the rare cases, have proficiency in 
dashing, musical-bed-playing brother who obviously believed the language of the host coun-
that variety is the spice of life. Mr. Mistretta, the more out- try, are eligible candidates. 
standing of the two, performed with the grace and polish of a Those selected will have been 
seasoned thespian. Confusion was more hectic, comedy more chosen according to academic 
light-hearted, and love more amorous whenever he was involved and/or professional record, per-
in the situation sonal qualities, and the feasi-
Gibby_ Bra~d and Marty Nadler became partners in laugh- !>ility of the applican~s sugge~ed 
ter as they frolicked through their roles as .the twin servants. plan °_f study. Ca~ubd$s with-
The versatility of Mr. Brand was once again evident in his out prior opporturuty for such a 
execution of doltish bummoonery. Mr. Nadler was outstanding study abroad and w~o are ~der 
in his comic cloak, for his perfect ·timing produced levity from 35 years of age will be given 
mediocre lines. Elizabeth -Van Patten, the hard-hitting, mouth- preference. 
flapping wife of one of the twin servants, lent her talents to Al~ough the . bachelor's ~e-
produce a trio that was the sparkplug of the show. gree IS not r~wred '!' creative 
Diane King, in her first role in a major production, seemed and perfornung artists, _they 
somewhat ill-at-ease on stage. Her captivating voice and sincere must have 4 Y~ of prof~ional 
portrayal did, however, tend to cut the bonds of inexperience study or eqwvalent_ expenen~. 
to produce the image of-the long-suffering wife. Two years of proi'essional exp~-
Jeanne Merritt illuminated the stage ... as soon as she ap- ence after a ~aster of_ Social 
peared. Her duets with Mr. Mistretta were the highlights of Worke~ degree 15 a ~eqwrement 
the previously uneventful production. _ of SOC:131 work_ applicants. 
Congraulations must be given to the musical director,. Rob- ~edical applicants must have 
ert J. Prms for his noble effort to conquer the score obviously thell' ~.D: 
written by Rogers and Hart after a long illness. Applications m~y be made for 
Choreography by the very talented Vergiu Cornea boosted two types of grants. The ~S 
that which was dull and enlivened the mediocre to a level of Government Full Grants provide 
tolerance. tuition, maintenance for one aca-
. The chorus and the remainder of minor characters per- dE:mic year in o~e country, round 
formed adequately, but it appeared as if they could not bring tri~ ~sportation, h~al~ and 
themselves to become overly involved with the performance. accident-msurance and _incidental 
Although "The Boys From Syracuse" was certainly not stimu- al!owanc_e. The foll?~g. co~-
lating, it could bear the label of "'pleasantly amusing." It is a tries will be participatmg in 
shame that those who choose the plays do not have more faith the Full Grant program: 
in those who perform them. Ithaca College has a fine drama Afghanistan, Al'gentina, Aus. 
department. It is unfortunate that talents weren't matched with tralia, Austria, Belgium-Luxem-
material. · bourg, Bolivia, Brazil, Ceylon, 
Chile, Columbia, Costa - Rica, 
Denmark, El Salvack>r, Fin-
land, France, Germany, 
Greece, Guatemala, Honduras, 
Iceland, India, Iran, Ireland, Italy, 
Jamaica, Japan, Korea, ·Malaysia, 
Mexico,· Nepal, the Netherlands, 
New Zealand, Nicaraqua. Norway, 
Pakistan, Paraquay, Peru, the 
Philippines, Portugal, · Spain, 
Sweden, Thailand, Trinidad, 
Turkey, United Arab Republic, 
the United Kingdom, and Uru-
guay and Venezuela. 
In Australia, Ceylon, China, 
Finland, Germany, India, Japan, 
Nepal, Norway, Poland, Portugal, 
Romania, and Turkey, a mainten-
ance allowance will be provided 
to holders of the grant, for one 
or more accompanying depend-
ents. 
The other type of grant is the 
U.S. Government Travel Grants. 
There are a limited number of 
such grants, which supplement 
the maintenance and tuition 
scholarships granted to American 
students by universities, private 
donors and foreign governments. 
The countries involved with this 
grant are France, Germany, 
Israel, Italy, Poland, Rumania, 
Spain, Sweden, Turkey, and 
Yugoslavia. 
The I.LE. also offers nearly 
100 awards to American graduate 
students through several foreign 
governments, universities and 
private donors. These "foreign 
grants" are to countries Austria, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Ice-
land, Israel, Italy, Mexico, Po-
land, Rumania, Sweden, Switzer-
land, Tunisia, Turkey and Yugo-
slavia. 
Application forms and informa-
tion for students here at Ithaca 
College are available . from our 
Fullbright adviser, Mr. CharleE 
Lowe, in the Liberal Arts Build 
ing. The deadline for filing appli 
cations through the Fullbrigh1 
adviser will be sometime in the 
fall. Nevertheless, those stu 
dents interested in this program 
are urged to contact Mr. Lowe 
before school closes in May. 
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On The Slate 
by Gene Slater 
WAA Reports 
by Jacqueline Goss MIAA 
by Hulk 
Willdlcatts Down Bombers 
by Dave Goldin 
Pennsylvania I land and Wednesday they will be 1967 is 'the opening of the new Garden in New York and 
best showpiece in _the place won't arrive until January when the 
I Crysta) Ci_ty, ~1ssouri phen_omena, Bill Bradley makes his 
debut m the White and Blue Silks of the New York Knicks. 
Most sports fans know the story of Bill Bradley, who some 
feel has the potential to be President of the United States. Herc 
is the 3 time All American who led the rags to riches Princeton 
Tigers to a third place finish in the N.C.A.A. tournament. 
Many Jth_acans had the pleasure of seeing the smooth moving 
perfect:1omst when he came to Barton Hall to do battle with the 
This year; under the direction 
of Lynn Ryan, the Women's Ath-
letic Association has greatly ex-
panded its scope of activities. In 
addition to field hockey, volley-
ball and basketball, officiating, 
which have been offered in the 
past, this year aquatics and gym-
nastics officiating have been add-
ed. The purpose of the W.A.A. 
officials club is to offer instruc-
Since the predictions of a few 
weeks back have caused much 
grief to be dropped upon my 
head, I feel that these next few 
will make up for my previous 
mistakes, (hopefully, that is!). 
Coach wood's nine started off home to play King's. 
their second road trip of the ~fil';,70:;,011ego m m U~=1: 1g ; 
season on the wrong foot Fri- Fl~~~fJ~t ~~~~in!~ru;~rk':;"~fiir~'. 
day as they lost to Villanova, bnMvlcll 
at Villanova, Pa., 14-8. Ithaca. College (7) J\.B 
The Wildcats, led by Steve ~~1~~ 8:t· lf ~ 
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'Big Red. Just his performances in those encounters are enough tion, experience and an oppor-
to convince anyone of Bill's talent. tunity to obtain ratings in vari-
In Bill's junior year he was held to 12 points in rhe first oU:f activities. 
half and fans wondered what was the matter. Mr. Bradley In field hockey, chairman 
proved there was nothing wrong as he unloaded 36 points in the Lynne Tyler, the following peo-
sccond half to break the Barton Hall scoring record, with 48 pie received United States Field 
points. In· Bill's senior year he again came to Ithaca with the Hockey ratings: Lyne Tyler -
fanfare deserving of a special dignirary. Before a jam packed Local "B", Jackie Goss - Local 
crowd, the perfectionist wanned up with his usual deliberate "C", and Annette West - Local 
style. Again in the first half Bill couldn't find the range. He "C". 
missed jumpers and layups. As the Tigers left the 'floor trailing, In volleyball, Vivian Brownlee, 
people were beginning to think maybe he is only human after all. chairman, received a Local rating 
These people were soon proven wro_IJg as Princeton, trailing by and Frannie Higgins received a 
17 gave -the ball to their saviour. He hit a hookshot, made a rating for the intramural level. 
rap in, and hit a few jumpers, all of a sudden Cornell called Four women received basket-
rime finding their lead cut to . It was a typical Bradley flurry. ball ratings: Jan Robinson, chair-
As the game ended, Cornell pulled a major upset, winning 70-68, man, Liz Braren and Vivian 
but it was Bradley's 40 points, 30 in the second half that had the Brownlee received Local ratings, 
crowd buzzing. - and Kathy Russell received an 
These are just two home bred examples of why Bradley is Intramural rating. 
one of rhe top hoopsters eyer to put on a pair of sneakers. There In aquatics officiating, Judy 
is an argument about who is better "all around," Oscar Robert- Betts, chairman, a clinic was 
son or Bradley. It is hard to choose, because both played in held. Techniques for timing and 
different times. Many thought the question- could be answered other aspects of officiating for 
when Bradley went into the Pros. But upon graduating in 1%4 swim meets were demonstrated 
Bill decided his education was more important and accepted a and practiced. 
scholarship to Oxford in England. The Knicks held on to a faint One of the ·new and most ex-
hope that he would change his mind, thus they drafted him first tensive facets of the officiating 
knowing already his educational decision. Bill went' to Oxford programs is gymnastics officiat-
but still worked out in a basketball gym for two hours every day. ing. Miss Marranca, who teaches 
fie said it was t~e only 0ing tha~ kept him R?ing. He played ball gymnastics, and coaches the 
m Europe, hookmg up with a Milan team. Bill showed the Euro- women's gymnastics, has been 
pcans the real way this game of roundball is played. working with several girls since 
This past season Bill passed up the opportunity to play ball the fall in an extensive program 
in Europe, feeling he had to devote more time to his studies. of gymnastics judging. Training 
He still continued to work out every day and one day while films have been o~e of the high-
. shooting, the glamor of the game all came back again. He said lights of the program. The judg-
. that wlule shooting he heard the crowd roaring, the officials call- ing of gymnastics is extremely 
ing rhe game, and his own perfectionist desire to do well. Bill difficult because of the many 
knew it was on the court that he truly belonged. complexities and levels of the 
Immediately after this experience he called the Knicks col- various parts of · women's gym-
lect telling them of his desire to tum pro. The not overly nasties. The girls participating 
wealthy in talent Knicks offered him a four year $600,000 con- in the program judged the sopho-
rract. This is purported to be the hi!!hcst contract ever in profcs- more class meet -this year and 
sional sports. did an admirable job. 
The Knicks should be over-joyed with their new acquisition 
but in the true Knick tradition there is a catch. Uncle Sam has 
plans for the new Knick. Bill still has his military commitment. 
As is the case with most athletes, Bill was fortunate enough to 
get into an Air Force Reserve Unit. He will enter in June for 
six months of active duty- He will be free in January of 1968 
and will then join the New Yorkers. 
In New York, where you have to be o-ood to succeed, Wil-
liam Bradley should be the eye catcher in this new sports palace 
I
. of the world. It is as tholl!!'h they are building a new showcase 
to display their new wares. 
The New York team plans to use Bradley at the guard 
position and he should prove to be the team leader the Knicks 
have longed for so long. 
Maybe his return to basketball will answer some questions 
as to who is the best ever. Even if no debate is solved I can 
truthfully say that with the return of everybody's "All Ameri-
• can" it is a great shot in the arm of Professional BasketbaH as 
Bill Bradley is a true Professional in every sense of the word. 
Here's hoping that "Mr. Basketball" turns out to be the best 
thing for basketball since the peach basket. 
SCANNING THE BASEBALL SCENE 
The first place New York Yankees? That's right, but_ how? 
Wirh the worst infield in basef>all and some easy outs m the 
Pol~ Tei 
Compete 
Freshman wrestling and assist-
ant varsity football coach, John 
Polo, will enter into competition 
for the first time in the sµi An-
nual General Clinton Canoe Re-
gatta on May 30. 
The 70-mile course will run 
from Cooperstown to Bainbridge' 
It is designed as a test of en-
durance. Last - year the record 
was set at nine hours, 46 minutes. 
Coach Polo will team up with 
Jack Reed of West Oneonta. Reed 
has been the champion the past 
two years. Trophies will be 
awarded for the first three places. 
The team's first prize is worth 
$500. 
lineup, the Yanks are winning on tight pitching and good p n T 0 
hustle. Mantle looks· bad ·swin~ing lefthanded but can still 0011 0 pen 
For the benefit of those who 
can make no sense out of the 
previous paragraph, let me elab-
orate. This Friday, tomorrow, 
the 1967 Ithaca ·college Intra-
mural Softball Season will come 
to a close. Then the top three 
teams in each League will be 
matched in four playoff games to 
be played next Monday, but this 
will not occur till the two teams 
with the worst record of these 
division leaders vie for a posi-
tion in the quarter-finals, (this 
game will be played Sunday). Are 
you with me now'? Fine, then let 
us proceed. Then on Tuesday, 
May 9, the winners of the pre-
vious day will meet in the semi-
finals. The next day, Wednesday, 
May 10, the victors of the semies 
will move to the Union quad to 
determine the 1967 All-College 
Intramural Champions of Soft-
ball (of Ithaca College}. 
Krincs, were just too much for ~i';.";~~; 1t ~ 
the IC moundsmelL Eighteen Miller. c-rr 1 n 
bits were pounded out by Villa- i~~~;.'· 1~0 :! 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Since we have that all straight-
ened out, I will now give you 
"the ·Incredible Hulk's Play-off 
Forecast." 
Eastern League: 
1. Obie's Boys (2) . . _ Will 
be on the quad, but, for the 
second year in succession will fall 
short of their goal, to be "a great 
softball team which lost in the 
finals ·of the 1967 Ithaca College 
softball tournament." 
2. D K "A" (4) ... A few 
bad breaks and a run-in with a 
better team, dropped the maroon 
to second. A new surge of vitality 
will be needed to bring this can-
didate to the semi-finals. 
3. Grapefruit· Circut, Trojans 
or Snuff Socks, all three teams 
deserve a chance, at least to try 
to make the quarter-finals, and 
that's an honor in itself. 
Northern League: 
1. Firehouse (23) • • • For the 
second year in a row, or maybe 
more, here are the Champions, 
even with a few losses from 
last year's squad, the team has 
gained some very talented assets 
which has carried them to a 
near undefeated season. The best 
in Ithaca. 
2. A E Diamond (11) ... Lost 
only to the Firehouse, will have 
at least two tough games in this 
tournament. The light is there 
but it is dim. 
3. Night Mares (8) . . . My 
favorite team, but errors hurt, 
and so do better teams! I know 
that they'll be trying. 
Western League: 
I. Camel Herders (21) . . . 
They're sort of a surprise to me, 
but they've proven themselves to 
their League, now all they have 
to do is prove themselves in 
their next few games, and then 
I'll give them credits. 
nova as Jack Bromley, Craig ~t'.1;;eif.' c ~ 
Fox, and Dave Fortuna were Nord, p 
ineffectual. Fo~'ot~la 
,, 
l 
33 
Keith Kurowski, Dave Barton, 
and Dale Kirk paced the Ithaca 
hitters with two hits apiece. 
The Bombers more than made 
up for their Friday catastrophe 
as they beat King's 7-5, at Wilkes-
Barre Saturday and topped East 
Stroudsburg, 16-2, at the Dela-
ware Water Gap on Sunday. 
The contest Sunday was a make-
up game that had been snowed 
out Thursday. 
Sophomore Richie Miller went 
on a slugging rampage Satur-
day and Sunday, hammering out 
2 round-trippers against King's 
and one on Sunday against East 
Stroudsburg. Richie now has 5 
homers on the season. Dave Bar-
ton belted a four-bagger Saturday 
at King's. Paul Giroux went 4-
for-5 on Sunday, including 2 
doubles and a triple. Frank Fazio 
collected three hits Sunday. 
The Saturday and Sunday 
pitching dep't was ably taken 
care of with Jeff Nord, a sopho-
more right-hander, getting the 
King's game win and junior from 
White Plains, Joe McAvoy chalk-
ing up the victory at East 
Stroudsburg. 
Ithaca is now 5-2 and faces 
a rugged schedule these next two 
weeks. IC baseball and lots of it 
is going to be played. Thirteen 
games are already listed with the 
possibility of a 14th. The 14th 
game, being a postponed contest 
with C. W. Post, may take place 
as the second part of a double-
header here on May 12. 
On Tuesday IC goes to Cort-
Webster, New York, and the high-
est average bowler, this year, 
at IC, captured the Mens' Singles, 
with the Mens' Doubles being 
won by Dale Rikert and Jim 
Pasko. Jim also teamed wtih Pat 
Karas to gain a championship in 
the Mixed Doubles event, while 
Mr. Rikirt walked away with 
the All-Events title . . . Don't 
forget the Riding Club is holding 
their first annual horse show 
this coming Sunday at the IC 
Riding Ring, on the corner of 
Coddington and Danby Road . . . 
at 9 a.m. SHARP ! -! ... Since 
this is the last edition of this 
semester I would like to Thank 
all the great people who have 
helped bring this column to the 
King'o (fi) 
J\.B R H 
Yurko. rf .l " l 
Barrett, er 4 1 1 
Adonlzlo, 3b 2 2 o 
Kobl. so :1 O 2 
Suda. 2b G o 1 
Pctrozcllo. lf 5 0 0 
Mullan. c 2 O O 
Masucci. lb 2 O O 
.fablonakl. lb n O O 
Rhodea, p l O o 
Geruhun. p 2 o O 
8ochcr. p l o O 
Total.a 32 5 5 
. . Ithn.c:, 302 000 200-7 
Wilkes 101 010 200-5 
RBI 
0 
0 
l 
l 
l 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
,;I 
E-G!roux, Miller 2, LOB-Ith"""- G, 
Klnga s. 2B--KnrowakL Kobi. HR--
Barton. Miller 2. SB---Fa:d.o, B:irton. 
S-Nord. Adonzlo. 
IP H REB BBSO 
2-2/3 l O O 3 6 Fo:,; 
Rhodca (L) 
Gcruh:m 
Tocher 
Ith:lC3 (16) 
3 55523 
3 10022 
3 3 2 2 l 0 
J\.B 
Kurownki, lf -I 
Fazio. 2b 5 
Z:,.ndl. 2b 1 
Barton, er 4 
Giroux, 3b 5 
Miller. lb 6 
Bromley. p o 
Torlsto.. BS 3 
Wa.los. BB 2 
Hincll. c 0 
Gregory, c 1 
Joseph, rf 4 
Dirk. rf 1 
McAvoy, p ·l 
Trulln. pll 1 
Totala H 
East Stroudnburg (2) 
R 
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AB R H RBI 
Scha:,.lzer. 2b ·1 0 1 O 
Grobe!ny, lb 2 1 O o 
Shc•ka. lb " 0 0 O 
Morckcn. cf ~ O O o 
Hawk. c 4 1 1 o 
Rivard, 3b 4 O 2 1 
Nicholaon. as 3 O 1 o 
Rod.It:,.. rf 3 o O o 
Huber. If 3 o o o 
Rodcghlcn. p O O o o 
Heller, p 3 O o o 
Heard. p 1 O o o 
Totals 33 2 5 l 
Ith= 060 002 063-16 
E. Stroudsburg 200 000 000- 2 
E--Tcrlsta. Kurowald. Scha:w:cr 2, 
GrobclnY. Nicholson. Heller. LOB--
Ith:>CA 6. E. Strondsbnrg 6. 2b--F:izlo 
B:,.rton z. G!rowc. .Sb--Gl.ro=. Rlv:ird. 
HR--Mlllcr. S:S-.Kurowsld. Hlncll. 
SF-Barton. 
IP H R BB BB SO 
McAvoy (Wl'l-0) 8 5 2 1 2 5 
McAvoy (WPl·O) 8 5 2 1 2 6 
Bromley l o o o 2 2 
Rodcghlcn (LP) 1.1 /3 o 4 3 6 1 
Heller 6 12 9 7 o 7 
Hc:,.rd 1-1/3 4 3 3 1 1 
students at IC. First off, the 
biggest hand should go to the 
man who is the spark that starts 
the engine and then follows to 
1-..-eep it running, ?l'IIAA Director, 
Mr. Eugene T. DcLuca. He is the 
man on which the fate of a suc-
cessful intramural program rides, 
and as we have seen from this 
past year, he is the "best.'' Truly 
now, I at least can give him the 
title of "the Hulk." Also a great 
round of applause is in order for 
the "good guys" who have man-
aged the activities of the offered 
sports, Ken Adams - Football, 
Bob Munn-Basketball, and Sam 
Patruno---Softball . . . Best of 
Luck on your finals, for if you're 
like me, you're going to need it. 
[F IRA TE RINI Dii"Y .D IEWIEl!.. rt V 
11,y 11.. G. !BALFOUR CO. 
whale the ball righthandcd. Why 1s it that the Yanks got Reuben 
Amaro as a defensive specialist and now have to take him out 
in the late innings, replacing him for defensive purposes? 
The outdoor swimming pool 
should be open by the end of 
this week according to Mr. 
George Herron, Director of Prop-
erties. As soon as the necessary 
chemicals arrive, the pool can 
be filled. 
2. Shifty Gears (15) . . . Have 
enjoyed an extremely good year, 
but should pray that they can 
luck out when the quarter-finals 
are scheduled. With a couple 
breaks they could really be in the 
running. 
Ithaca College Class lllings 
lay lllobinson-lR.othschild1s Dept. Sll'oll'e 
First Floor 
Speaking of clefense, the Mets shortstop, Bud Harelson has 
more errors than he docs hits. Manager Wes Westrum doesn't 
want to bench him and shatter his confidence. If he doesn't get 
benched soon -he'll have a nervous breakdown every time a 
grounder is hit to him. Don Bosch lived up to all expectations 
as he is currently hitting 13 and still misjudging flyballs. That's LOUISVILLE, Kentucky (UPD 
all right thoug,h because Johnny Lewis had a sore arm. I _ Undersecretary of state Nich-
wouldn't care 1f Lewis only had one arm he could do a better olas Katzenbach struck out to-
jab than Don "defensive wonder" Bosch. day at what he called protests 
The Pirates need Jim Paglironi back in the linoup if they ~re "merely for the sake of pro-
~ing ro take it all. He is their team leader and docs a fme test." In a speech at Louisville, 
Job of handling the pitchers. Kentucky, Katzenbach said too 
After a roaring start and public~ty_ personified, the Cards' often demonstrations are "too 
Roger Maris has been benched as he 1s m a O-for-15 slump. Get easy an answer.'.'..._ 
3. Dark Horses (17) ... No. 1 
in a Horse's heart, -it hurts to 
see them way down here, maybe 
three championships in one year 
is a little bit to greedy, and we 
all know that the Horses aren't 
a greedy team. 
IBAK>GIES- U:AVORS - MUGS-1J'"IROl?IHID1ES 
IPhoGae All 2-5000 
ready Roger the Boo Birds may be back. . 
F.E.H.'s Cincinnati Redlegs have found the Fountam of 
Youth for 36 year old reliever Ted Abernathy. Ted has turned 
into a real workhorse for the league leading Reds, appearing 
in 7 of their first 11 games. Dcron Johnson is beginning to strike 
the ball again. If their pitching holds up the Reds could be 
heard from. · . 
Meeting Monday -- May 8th 
.of All Men Interested in 
Playing Football Next Fall ! 
Hotell 
!Leonardo 
cocktail lounge 
Air Conditioned 
273-1893 
105 N. Aurora St. 
Replay ... A couple of weeks 
back the IC Bowling Tourna-
ment took place, Rick Wright, 
junior Business major from 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
118 N. Aurora SIi'. 
272 8184 
PHONIE 273-4443 
/Personalized Travel Service 
414 EDDY STREET 
It Costs No More Through Your Travel Agent 
SPORTS HEI 
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JLacrosse 'll'eam Wins Again 
by J. Paul Wetzel I Jurgens really made up about 
Golf Team Defeats 
RIT and Hobart 
For 3-1 Record 
by Rick Wright 
Once again Ithaca's lacrosse· fifty per cent of the defense. He 
team is victorious against a su- really played a terrific game.-
perior team. Ithaca came out on Room 1315 has one and one-half 
top of a· 10 to 4 decision over a 
highly rated rival, Hartwick. lacrosse players. Scott Kempe is GENEVA, April 26 - The Ith-
IC Grad Signs 
Baseball Pact 
Reprinted from 
Rochest&r Democrat & Chronlclo 
Monday, April 24, 1967 
by Dave Rosenbloom 
SPORTS 
MAY 4, 1967 
Sports Scope 
by Pam Davis 
Hartwick scored first in the one, Ken Ricgert is the half. Con- aca College golf team upped its 
first period when with 5 minutes grats to Roy Patterson. He's no· record to 3 wins and 1 loss on 
gone Bob Ratzan hit the goal. longer first in the country but Wednesday, April 26, by defeat-
Five more minutes passed before he's well in front for second ing Rochester Tech and l>ost Ho-
Ithaca was on the score board but bart in a triangular match at the 
With Spring Weekend come and gone and the end orl 
school near, the sports scene on campus begins to take second 
place to exams. Because of t"his fact and another more compli-1 
cated reason (we can't think) there is no set topic or themel 
GENEVA - If Seneca Falls for this column. So in this light you will have t'o accept"Tandom' 
fans arc walking with chests out- ramblings on assorted subjects. 
stretched, they have a good rea- Since becoming sports editor ( all of one week) we have 
place, with an average of well Geneva Country Club. Ithaca 
within 3 minutes Ithaca had 4 
son. been asked repeateclly what we thought of the Physical Edu-
Native son George Valesente, cation Department. Being a major student in that departtrnent 
who attended Mynderse Academy we have declined to comment, but we will say there is good and' 
and captained last year's Ithaea bad and place for improvement. 
fi t over five scores a game. was scheduled to play R.I.T. on goals. Roy Patterson scored rs 
then Scott Kempe scored with Last Wednesday_ Ithaca beat Monday but due to the weather 
an assist from Art Marangi. Dave University of Rochester 10 to 2. the match was rescheduled at 
Higgins quickly followed suit New scorers added to the list Hobart. I.C. shut out. Hobart by 
K Fift a 6 to O margin and closed out with an assist by empe. een arc: Bob Joly, and Dave Higgins, 
d ed and Bill Snu.th R.I.T., 4½ to l½, as four of the secon s . pass each with 1. 
scored. With this the period end- team's members scored 78 or 
less. Ithaca took ten of the twelve 
ed, Ithaca leading 4 to 1. I.C. 10 - U. of R. 2 individual matches and tied an-
The second period started Goals Assists other. Rick Wright again led the 
College baseball team, is Seneca In ·case you haven't been keeping a close watch on the 
Falls' newest member in organiz- Intramural scene you should. Some of IC's finest athletes 
ed baseball. Signed to a Geneva participate. We went to see a few of the MIAA softball games 
contract last fall, George was sent and-wer~ appalle~ at _the cond~ct of ~he players. There was more 
instead to the Washington farm quarrellmg and f1ghtmg than m a little league game. Not only 
at Lexington in the Western /were there disagreements between . teams and referees but 
Carolina league. opponents as well as individuals on the- same. team. We realize 
In the season opener, Valesente· thc~e game~ are- important but .•.... While ~e are on th 
led the Lexington Grays to a 17_ subJect of mt!amurals we must ~ent_1on the I:'irehous7-they 
7 win over Gastonia. The one- beat A. E. diamond t~e . other mgh-1: after bemg behmd 6-0 
time Mynderse Academy south- (O.K. Larry} .... Don t count the pitch p!ayers out th<?ugh. 
paw, slammed a grand slam horn- At the Lacrosse game on Saturday (which we woi:i). 1t was 
er his first time up and singled good to see a few ~f our professo~s as ~~II as Doct~r D1llmgham 
across another run a few innings m attendance .•.• Next years varsity wrestlmg team co-
quickly with AI- Burczak scoring Burczak 4 1 victories by winning both bis 
in the first minute for Ithaca. Patterson 1 3 matches and shooting a fine 74 
Burczak followed this up with over the par-71 layout. Wright 
another score within the next Kempe 2 1 defeated Honneger of Rochester 
three minutes. Leading 6 to 1, Smith 1 1 by a 2 and 1 margin and crushed 
Ithaca allowed Hartwick to score Gerbino O 2 Walsh of Hobart on the four-
their only goal of the second per- Joly 1 o teenth- hole, maintaining his un-
iod. To counter this score Patter- Higgins 1 0 defeated record for the year. Ron 
later. captains will be Mike Turco and Terry Habecker ... For next 
Last G "tch d year's sports page we have proposed a few chan'bes .. ;- For son closed out the scoring for Bobbett also remained undefeat-
the first half. I.C. 10 - Hartwick 4 ed by winning both his matches. 
summer, eorge p1 e h ·1l d · Th '11 · for Angelo- Suffredinis' Water- these c anges '!le w1 nee. more wnter~. ere WI e a meeting, 
The third period opened with Goals Assists He easily won his Hobart match, 
Patterson scoring with an assist Patterson 4 1 4 and 3, but his RI.T. opponent 
falls nl·ne · th · tat of all those mterested m next year s staff and all present m e semi-pro s e ff b · h 6 · th I h ff ' league which went into the play- sports sta mem ers tomg t at p.m. m e t acan o ice on 
offs. When not on the mound, the grou!ld floor of Dorm 12. by Kempe. Seven minutes passed Burczak 3 0 forced him to go the full eigh-beforc the next goal and once teen holes before suc.:umbing. Val~sente was at first base, but A fmal Wf:lr~ for ,~he sumrn~~ in the immortal phrase of Washington has converted him Snoopy and W1lhe Vf. Surrs Up. 
again Patterson was behind the Kempe ~ 2 Bobbett shot a fine 77 in the 
stick. Thirty seconds later Bure- Higgins 1 O process. Lee Gavet moved up to 
zak scored with an/ assist from :r.Iarangi o 1 number three man for this match 
Patterson. Ithaca, finding that Smith 1 0 and he ran into a little difficulty. 
they still had a substantial lead, He won his Hobart ma~b 2 up Saves--I.C. 7,· Hartwick 11 '· · d f his allowed Hartwick to score two but was on the losmg en o 
more goals. These turned out to Penalties--I.C. 10; Hartwick 8 R.l.T. match as he lost t1., Rosset-
be the last goals of the game, be- Shots-I.C. 37, Hartwick 16 ti by a 5 and 4 margin. The "red-
cause both teams showed a head" shot an 82. Tom Sandler 
into an outfielder, taking advant-
age of his speed and a fine throw-
ing arm to make him a flyhawk. 
Sports Spots 
vicious defense in the last period. tied his RI.T. opponent and did Jim Russin, who attended 
Ithaca ended up on top of the Clay Loses Titles so in thrilling fashion. He was Ithaca College, is back with the 
pile 10 goals to 4 goals. two boles down with two holes Toronto Maple Leafs and will 
SIDELINES: Special recogni- (UPD - Cassius Clay, stripped to go but he rallied and ~ied the start at first base in the Toledo 
tion is gomg to be g1ven to the of his world heavyweight title match on the final green, sinking opener Wednesday. . . In the 
midfield of the lacrosse team in and the loser of .round after a ten foot par putt. Sand1er poSt- latest college baseball poll · put 
ed"a personal season's lcw of 76 this section. People who don't round with the government, out by Collegiate Baseball Cor-
as he also defeated his Hobart nell has a mention." . . . Con-
understand the game of lacrosse plans a last wild swing. t 5 d 4 G L · 
. opponen , an · ary eWIS necticut is the East's top rank-don't reabze that the midfield is Clay's attorneys say they will and Harry Wasilchak en~~red the 
the only section of the team that ing team in No. 12 spot ... Rider 
file a new suit today in Houston's lineup for the first time this year is 17th and Rutgers 20th ... South-
gocs both ways, both defense and and both came out vi· torious. ern Caliform·a i·s No. l ... Ithaca 
offense. Therefore these men U.S. DiStrjct Court, as~g an Le · h t tabl 8 · 
· · t· to k tto WIS 5 0 a respec e O ID College athletic director and have to have more strength and lDJUnc ion eep U.S. a rneys d f ti h" H bart t 
stamina than the rest of the and draft board officials from e ea ng 15 0 opponen ' baseball coach Carp Wood is on 
4 and 3, and h1s R.I.T. adversary, the NCAA District 2 baseball 
team. They also need about three formally repor:ting Clay as a de- 3 and 2 Wasilchak shot · n excel 
platoons to keep the team alive. · · · · :t • ·selection committee. He will help linquent inductee. - lent 78 m defeating hie oppon- select the teams that will play 
Praise should be given to the Clay yesterday appeared at the ents by 4 and 3<Hobart, and 2 in the District 2 tournament for 
first team, led by Bill Smith, and 1 (R.I.T.). the right to go to the College 
Ken Gerbino, and Dave Higgins. Houston induction center,· passed Ith t ts C tl d 
aca nex mee .or an World Series at Omaha. 
The second team, which is in the all the tests for induction into and Brockport in another triang-
game approximately thirty per the army ... then refused to take ular match on Tuesday ... t Cort- BOMBER BITS: Paul Giroux, 
cent o.f the time, includes Art the oath. A short time later, the land. The linksters will be try- sophomore right fielder, is lead-
Marangi, Rick Fidgeon, and Jim World Boxing Asso,ciation ~d ing to gain revenge for t:1eir only ing the team in bitting with a 
Ayrey .. The third team consists the New York Athletic Commis- loss inflicted upon them earlier .429 average ... Giroux also leads 
of Bob Joly, Rick Gehler, and sion withdrew their recognition in the season by CortI~nd I c. in RBI's with 14. .. Lefthander 
Bill Eades. of Clay as world heavyweight easily defeated Brockport in last .Jack Bromley has an ERA of 2.6I: 
We certainly can't leave out champion. year's match. . .. Also leads the club in strike-
the rest of the reserves like Steve octs with 41. . . The record for Clay is liable to prosecution Form.an, John Michalick, George one season is 61 set by Basil 
Kiley, Larry Lefebre, Bill Whal- which could lead to a five-year Curry in 1959. . . After seven 
en, Ed Knap11, Bob Orendorf, .nm jail ,term, but federal attorneys Haack Heads Stock games Richie Miller has five 
Ryan, Louis Denigris, and Geny sail it might be a couple of years home runs. The record is six, 
Utzman. before the action against him is held by Grover (Deacon) Jones 
completed. Exchange now playing in the White Sox A spectator, John Bethune, was 
telling me about the Hartwick 
game and it seemed like Conrad 
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Concannon OB for Bears 
(UPI) - The pro football Chi-
cago Bears have ended their 
search for an experienced quar-
terback. They traded tight end 
Mike Ditka to the Philadelphia 
Eagles for scrambling Jack Con-
cannon. In addition, the Bears 
obtained an undisclosed future 
draft choice. Ditka played out his 
option last season and reportedly 
was in a personality clash with 
Chicago owner-coach G e o r g e 
Halas. Concannon, a former Bos-
ton College star, is a three-year 
national football league veteran. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO ALL OUR TEAMS! 
NEW YORK CITY (UPI)-The 
man who takes over as head of 
the New York Stock Exchange 
next fall started in the securi-
ties business in 1940 with Rob-
ert Baird and Company in Mil-
waukee, then the Wisconsin Com-
pany. 
The 50-year-0ld Robert Haack 
served with the Navy in the 
Southwest Pacific during World 
War Two as a lieutenant, JG, and 
was discharged in 1945. He re-
turned to the Wisconsin company 
as a trader, moved up to head 
the department, became syndi-
cate manager and made a part-
ner in 1950. 
Haack, who was horn near 
Milwaukee, joined the National 
Association of Securities Dealers 
in 1959 as a member of District 
Six representing six midwest 
states. He became president of 
the NASD in 1964. 
chain. . . Bomber hurlers have 
struck out 81 foes in seven 
games. . . On the Pennsylvania 
trip, Co-capt. Dave Barton raised 
his batting average 149 points to 
.292. . . Barton leads the team 
in walks with 13. He holds the 
record for one season with 25. 
AAU Games in NY 
(UPI) - The Amateur Athletic 
Union has announced plans for 
summer and winter games -
known as the John F. Kennedy 
Memorial Games - to be held 
annually in the· Unitel States be-
ginning in 1968. The AAU execu-
tive director, Colonel Donald 
Hull, says he hopes to bring to-
gether the finest amateur ath-
letes in the world each year. The 
first summer games tentatively 
are set for Los Angeles. Lake 
Placid, New York, probably will 
be the site of the winter games. 
Bombers Outclass Basketball 
RIT In Track Money War 
Signaled by Larry Hinton 
(UPI) - This week signals a 
Last week the varsity track new money war in sports. i 
team participated in two meets, The National Basketball Associ-' 
with completely opposite results. 
On Tuesday, I.C. smashed RIT, 
112-29 at home, while on Satur-
day they traveled to Brockport 
only to suffer a crushing defeat, 
96-49. 
Against RIT, the Bombers com-
pletely outclassed- their oppon-
ents as they won the majority 
of the events. Scoring his second 
consecutive double win was dis-
tance man Tom Williams, who 
took the two mile and the mile. 
In other distance events, Ray 
Blessey and Terry Habecker fin-
ished 1-2 in the 880 while Bob 
Congdon was second in the 440. 
Congdon also took second in the 
440 yard intermediate hurdles, 
while Bob Fehring was third in 
that same event. In the other 
hurdle event, the 120 highs, 
Fehring was the winner. The 
sprints were almost a clean 
sweep for I.C. In the 1()0, Art 
Bailey won with Bob Schneider 
and Dan Iezzi finishing second 
and third, and John Gustafson 
took the: 220 with Schneider close 
behind. 
In the field events, the Bomb-
ers fared just as well. Tony De-
Stefano won the triple jump with 
Larry Hayes second. Hayes was 
also second in the broad jump, 
which was won by Bill Sweet. 
The high jump was swept by 
the home club with George Can-
cro and the Gustafson twins tak-
ing the first three positions. The 
same was true of the discus, 
where Iezzi, Gene Dall, and Al 
Clifford finished 1-2-3. And Tom 
Sheeran and Tom Ficorelli won 
the pole vault and shot put, re-
spectively. 
On Saturday the squad faced 
a Brockport team that was every 
bit as tough as Coach Greene 
expected them to be. The 96-49 
score was made even more dis-
mal by the shoulder injury to 
Tom Ficorelli. He will be lost 
for an indeterminate period of 
time. 
This Saturday, the Bombers 
will be the host team in a tri-
angular meet that will include 
Mansfield and Roberts Wesleyan. 
ation holds its annual college 
1 
draft Wednesday in New York-
putting the league in a bidding 
duel with the rival American 
Basketball Association. 
, Similar. conflict got so expen· 
sive between the National arui 
American Football Leagues that 
the two had to merge. Football 
Commissioner Pete Rozelle said 
recently one or the other might 
have gone down. The price for 
players escalated into the mil-, 
lions. Green Bay paid a reported 
million dollars for two college 
stars __:_ Jim Grabowski and Don- , 
ny Anderson. . 
Detroit has first pick in the 
National Basketball Association 
draft and the choice is expected 
to be Jimmy Walker of Provi-
1 
den~e. The American Basketball 
Association held its draft some , 
weeks ago and Walker was chos- L 
en by Indianapolis. He reportedly 
has an agent and will negotiate 
for a top bracket contract. 
There are others besides Walk-
er who could come high in the 
bidding. 
Among them Clem Haskins of 
Western Kentucky, :Mel naniels 
of New Mexico, Sonny Dove of 
St. John's, Bobby Lloyd of Rut-
gers and Earl Monroe of Winston· I 
Salem . 
Before drafting college play· 
ers, the NBA will stock its, two 
new teams - San Diego and 
Seattle. That ceremony was 
scheduled for Monday, also at 
New York. 
The two franchises will get 15 
men each-three to be chosen 
from each of the existing - 10 
clubs. Each.of the present clubs 
will be allowed to protect seven 
players with the rest being dele· 
gated to the pool. 
It's a stiff challenge that the 
NBA faces, dilution of talent with I 
two new franchises, a drain on 
prospective college talent, and I 
the possibility of some veterans 
jumping to· the other league. · 
It's a drawn-out war th11t could 
be costly. 
